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Preface
This guide provides information about using Hitachi Application Protector
(HAPRO), also known as Application Protector, to create application-consistent
snapshots of underlying application objects using Microsoft Volume Shadow
Copy Service (VSS) as a backup. It describes how your site can use those
snapshots to recover or restore the application objects.
This preface includes the following topics:

 Intended Audience
 Product Version
 Document Revision Level
 Documentation Related to Application Protector
 Related Documents
 Document Organization
 Document Conventions
 Convention for Storage Capacity Values
 Getting Help
 Comments
Notice: The use of all Hitachi Data Systems products is governed by the
terms of your agreements with Hitachi Data Systems.
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Intended Audience
This guide is intended for customers and Hitachi, Ltd. Partners who license and
use Hitachi Unified Storage (HUS), Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage (AMS),
Hitachi Network Attached Storage (HNAS) storage, and Hitachi Virtual Storage
Platform (VSP), Hitachi Unified Storage VM (HUS VM) , Hitachi Virtual Storage
Platform G1000 (VSP G1000) administrators as well as application backup
administrators involved in installing, configuring, and operating the Hitachi
Application Protector. Application Protector provides application object
instances backup and recovery in real-time operations.
Readers of this document should be familiar with the following:
•

Microsoft® SharePoint Server® system administration

•

System back-up process

•

Microsoft® SharePoint Server® implementation and configuration

Product Version
This document revision applies to the Hitachi Application Protector Version 2.8
or later.

Document Revision Level
Revision

x

Date

Description

MK-91HAP006-00

January 2012

Initial release

MK-91HAP006-01

December 2012

Revision 1, supersedes and replaces
MK-91HAP006-00

MK-91HAP006-02

January 2013

Revision 2, supersedes and replaces
MK-91HAP006-01

MK-91HAP006-03

August 2013

Revision 3, supersedes and replaces
MK-91HAP006-02

MK-91HAP006-04

September 2013

Revision 4, supersedes and replaces
MK-91HAP006-03

MK-91HAP006-05

February 2014

Revision 5, supersedes and replaces
MK-91HAP006-04

MK-91HAP006-06

July 2014

Revision 6, supersedes and replaces
MK-91HAP006-05
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Documentation Related to Application Protector
In the following table, Hitachi Application Protector is abbreviated to HAPRO.

Manual name

Description

(Document number)
Quick Install and
•
Configuration Guide for
Microsoft® Applications

Installation method for
HAPRO client and HAPRO
server

(MK-91HAP009)

•

Prerequisites and restrictions
common to HAPRO
Exchange Server, SharePoint
Server, and SQL Server
documents.

User Guide for
Microsoft® Exchange
Server

•

User Guide for
Microsoft® SharePoint
Server®

Configuration methods to be
able to use HAPRO after
installing HAPRO Client,
HAPRO Server. A license
setup, a setup of a log level,
etc.

•

The uninstallation method of
HAPRO.

(MK-91HAP006)

•

Descriptions regarding the
HAPRO Snapshot function
and usage using GUI.

(MK-91HAP005)

User Guide for
Microsoft® SQL
Server®

•

Descriptions regarding the
HAPRO log management
function.

•

As for the unique contents of
Exchange Server, SharePoint
Server and SQL Server, they
are written in each user's
guide.

CLI Guide for
•
Microsoft® Applications

Description regarding the
HAPRO functions provided by
CLI.

(MK-91HAP007)

(MK-91HAP021)

Installation
Configuration

Operation Maintenance

◎

○

◎

◎

◎
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Manual name

Description

(Document number)
Troubleshooting Guide
for Microsoft®
Applications
(FE-91HAP010)

•

Log reference method output
by HAPRO.

•

Actions when any problems
occurred in HAPRO.

•

Descriptions regarding the
messages output by HAPRO
(cause and actions).

•

Installation
Configuration

Operation Maintenance

○

◎

Descriptions regarding the
log information when any
problems occurred in HAPRO.

[Legend] ◎: Most relevant manual ○: Relevant manual

Related Documents
•

Hitachi Application Protector Quick Install and Configuration Guide for
Microsoft® Applications, MK-91HAP009

•

Hitachi Application Protector CLI Guide for Microsoft® Applications,
MK-91HAP021

Document Organization
The following table provides an overview of the content and organization of
this document. Click the chapter title in the left column to refer that chapter.
The first page of each chapter provides the links to the sections in that
chapter.
Chapter Title

xii

Description

Chapter 1, Introduction

This chapter provides an introduction of Application
Protector.

Chapter 2,Installing
Application Protector

This chapter provides the procedure to setup Application
Protector.

Chapter 3, Configuring
Application Protector

This chapter describes the procedure to configure the
Application Protector Server, user scripts, and policy and
to active license.
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Chapter Title

Description

Chapter 4, Using Application
Protector

This chapter describes the procedure to use the
Application Protector for creating snapshot, creating
snapshot schedules, performing recovery, and reverting
snapshots.

Chapter 5, Managing Logs

This chapter provides the details to view event logs and
operation logs.

Appendix

Provides the details of default installation and log paths,
maximum snapshot limits for various storage, creating
targets, using HAPRO_SYNC, and default naming
conventions used in Application Protector.

Glossary

Defines the special terms used in this document.

Acronyms and Abbreviations

Defines the acronyms used in this document.

Index

Provides a detailed list of topics in this document.

Document Conventions
The document uses the following typographic conventions:
Convention

Description

Bold

Indicates the text on a window, other than the window title, including
menus, menu options, buttons, fields, and labels. Example: Click Next.

Italic

Indicates a variable, which is a placeholder for actual text provided by
the user or system. Example: copy source-file target-file
NOTE: Angled brackets (< >) are also used to indicate variables.

screen/code

Indicates the text that is displayed on screen or entered by the user.
Example: # pairdisplay -g oradb

< > angled
brackets

Indicates a variable, which is a placeholder for actual text provided by
the user or system. Example: # pairdisplay -g <group>
NOTE: Italic font is also used to indicate variables.

[ ] square
brackets

Indicates the optional values. Example: [ a | b ] indicates that you can
choose a, b, or nothing.

{ } braces

Indicates the required or expected values. Example: { a | b } indicates
that you must choose either a or b.

| vertical bar

Indicates that you have a choice between two or more options or
arguments. Examples:
[ a | b ] indicates that you can choose a, b, or nothing.
{ a | b } indicates that you must choose either a or b.
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Convention

Description

|| double vertical
bar

Indicates that you have a choice between two or more options or
arguments. Examples:
[a || b] indicates that you can choose a, b, or nothing.
{a || b} indicates that you must choose either a or b.

underline

Indicates the default value. Example: [ a | b ]

This document uses the following typographic conventions and symbols to
draw the attention to certain information.
Symbol

Meaning

Description

Tip

Tips provide helpful information, guidelines, or suggestions for
performing tasks more effectively.

NOTE

Notes emphasize or supplement important points of the main
text.

CAUTION

Cautions indicate that failure to take a specified action could
result in damage to the software or hardware.

WARNING

Warnings indicate that failure to take a specified action could
result in loss of data or serious damage to the hardware.

This document uses the following conventions for the support matrix.
Convention

xiv

Description



Application Protector supports

x

Application Protector does not support

-

Configuration not possible
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Convention for Storage Capacity Values
Storage capacity values for Hitachi Data Systems storage products are
calculated based on the following values.
Hard Disk Drives (HDDs and SDDs)

Logical Units (Block size = 512 B)

Physical Disk Capacity

(Logical Disk Capacity)

1 KB = 1,000 bytes

1 KB (kilobyte) = 1,024 bytes

1 MB = 1,0002 bytes

1 MB (megabyte) = 1,0242 bytes

1 GB = 1,0003 bytes

1 GB (gigabyte) = 1,0243 bytes

1 TB = 1,0004 bytes

1 TB (terabyte) = 1,0244 bytes

1 PB = 1,0005 bytes

1 PB (petabyte) = 1,0245 bytes

1 EB = 1,0006 bytes

1 EB (exabyte) = 1,0246 bytes

Getting Help
If you need to call the Hitachi Data Systems Support Center, make sure to
provide the following items:
•

The circumstances about the error or failure

•

Debug information acquired by executing the HAPRO_DUMP command.
For details about the HAPRO_DUMP command, refer to the Hitachi
Application Protector CLI Guide for Microsoft® Applications.

The Hitachi Data Systems customer support staff is available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. If you need technical support, log on to the Hitachi Data
Systems Portal for contact information: https://portal.hds.com.

Comments
Please send us your comments on this document to doc.comments@hds.com.
Include the document title, number, and revision, and refer to specific
section(s) and paragraph(s) whenever possible.
Thank you!
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1
Introduction
This chapter reviews the following topics:

 Application Protector Overview
 Supported Operating Systems
 Prerequisites
 Operation Restrictions and Considerations
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Application Protector Overview
Application Protector is a snapshot-based backup and recovery software
application that facilitates the creation of snapshots of the Microsoft®
SharePoint Server® back-end SQL database objects databases. It also
recovers the databases using these snapshots based on the recovery time
objective (RTO) and recovery point objective (RPO). In this document, the
Microsoft® SharePoint Server® is referred to as the SharePoint Server.
Application Protector is designed as a client-server application that runs on the
SharePoint Server. Application Protector consists of the following major
components as shown in Figure 1-1.
•

HAPRO Client - The client runs on a host workstation that has the
required network connections and privileges to access the HAPRO
application server machines in the data centers.

•

HAPRO Server - Volume Shadow Copy Services (VSS) requester

•

APP Layer - The supported application servers

•

OS Layer - The operating systems supported by Application Protector

•

Storage Layer - The storage systems supported by Application Protector

Figure 1-1 HAPRO Block Diagram
Application Protector has a graphical user interface (GUI) based on Microsoft
Management Console (MMC) and a command line interface (CLI). The CLI
provides commands and sub-commands for invoking all the workflows that are
exposed on Application Protector GUI. However, there are a few different
workflow sequences in the GUI and CLI while using Application Protector.

1-2
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NOTE:


You cannot create snapshots of multiple entities mounted on the different kinds
of storage systems. Application Protector supports creating combined
snapshots of application target entities mounted on LUNs created from the
same storage systems.
For example, Application Protector does not support creating snapshots of
database entities having one or more LUNs from AMS and another from VSP,
HUS VM, or VSP G1000. In addition, you cannot create snapshots database
entities mounted on LUNs from the same storage system, but from different
model types.



Application Protector can manage one or more applications hosted on the same
or different server. Snapshots created using Application Protector must be
deleted using the Application Protector interface only. Application Protector
does not guarantee application consistency of the third party applications if
these third party or unsupported Microsoft® application object instances share
the LUN(s) with that of the supported Microsoft® application object instances.



Application Protector has limited support when multiple application objects are
mounted on the same LUN. Application objects mounted on the LUNs from
non-supported storage systems including local disks will be discovered, but
Application Protector cannot protect such databases. You must move the
related application object data and metadata to HUS, HNAS, VSP, HUS VM,
AMS, or VSP G1000 LUNs in order to protect them.
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Supported Operating Systems
Application Protector supports the following Windows Operating System
versions for the SharePoint Server version:

Table 1-1 Supported Microsoft® Windows Operating System
Microsoft® Windows Operating System

Microsoft®
Application

Microsoft®
SharePoint
Server®

Version

Win2008
R2 SP1 64-bit

Win2012
64-bit

Win2012
R2 64-bit

2007 SP1

x

x

x

2007 SP2



x

x

2007 SP3



x

x

2010 SP1



x

x

NOTE: HAPRO Client supports Microsoft® Windows 7 with SP1, Windows 2012 and
Windows 2012 R2, if the HAPRO Server is running on an operating system listed in
Table 1-1.

Prerequisites
This section describes the hardware, software, and HAPRO client and server
prerequisites.

Hardware Prerequisites
The following table describes the hardware prerequisites for Application
Protector.

Table 1-2 Application Protector Hardware Prerequisites
Item

1-4

Description

System Processor

64 bit, 1.5 GHz (Dual Core recommended)

System Memory

2 GB

Install Free Disk Space

20 MB (minimum)

Networking

Gigabit Ethernet recommended
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Software Prerequisites
The following table describes the software prerequisites for Application
Protector.

Table 1-3 Application Protector software prerequisites

Item
Supported Operating
Systems

Application Software

Hitachi Applications

Other Applications

Description
•

Microsoft® Windows 2008 R2 SP1

•

Microsoft® Windows Server 2012

•

Microsoft® Windows Server 2012 R2

•

Microsoft® Exchange Server 2007 SP1,SP2,SP3

•

Microsoft® Exchange Server 2010 Non-SP, SP1, SP2, SP3

•

Microsoft® Exchange Server 2013 Non-SP, SP1

•

Microsoft® SQL 2005 SP3 and above (x86 & x64)

•

Microsoft® SQL 2008 SP1 and above (x86 & x64)

•

Microsoft® SQL 2008 R2 SP1 and above (x86 & x64)

•

Microsoft® SQL 2012 Non-SP and above (x64)

•

Microsoft® SharePoint 2007 SP2 and above

•

Microsoft® SharePoint 2010 SP1 and above

•

Hitachi HNAS VSS Provider v 8.1, 8.2, 10.0, 10.2, 11.0, 11.1

•

Hitachi Storage Adapter for Microsoft® Volume Shadow Copy
Service V04.11.0

•

Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 SP1

•

MMC v3.0

Application Protector Server Prerequisites
You must perform the following tasks prior to installing the Application
Protector (HAPRO) Server:
1. Start SharePoint Foundation VSS Writer services for SharePoint Server

2010 VSS Writer. All SQL Server writer services must be registered and
running for the connected SharePoint Server.
1

2. Install or enable PowerShell version 1.0 or 2.0 on the Application Protector

Server in order to execute PowerShell pre- and post-scripts.
3. To set the PowerShell Policy use either of the following commands:

Set-ExecutionPolicy -ExecutionPolicy ByPass
Or
Set-ExecutionPolicy -ExecutionPolicy UnRestricted

1

PowerShell V3.0 syntax and new features are not supported.
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4. Install and configure the appropriate Volume Shadow Copy Services (VSS)

Hardware Provider along with any other Provider-specific prerequisites such
as Hitachi Command Control Interface (CCI) for VSP, HUS VM, or VSP
G1000 on the application server.

5. Register the Writer in the Windows registry by running the STSADM -o

registerwsswriter command from system console. The executable is
located at the %Program Files%\Common Files\Microsoft
Shared\web server extensions\14\BIN directory. Repeat the steps for
all the SharePoint Foundation Servers.
CAUTION! When the configuration, management, search, and site information
database changes, and is required to be protected using Application Protector, step
5 must be completed.
6. The appropriate VSS Hardware Provider must be installed and configured

on the application server.

7. Create and mount HUS, AMS, HNAS, VSP, HUS VM, or VSP G1000 LUNs on

the target server on which the supported SharePoint Server is installed and
running.
8. Format HUS, AMS, HNAS, VSP, HUS VM, or VSP G1000 LUN(s) using an

NTFS file system and mount or move the existing application database
objects on these LUNs. VSS Hardware Provider creates storage-based
snapshots of the application object entities LUNs on the backend storage
system.

CAUTION!
•

All the relevant back-end SharePoint SQL databases including configuration,
administration, search, and site content databases that need to be protected
using Application Protector must be mounted on the HUS, AMS, VSP, HUS VM,
HNAS, or VSP G1000 LUNs.

•

Application Protector does not support application instances installed on mixed
storage LUNs such as LUNs coming from dissimilar storage systems and their
models. For example, you cannot have LUNs located on both HUS and AMS
storage systems.

NOTE: The hardware provider must be correctly configured using the VSS provider
configuration utility with the details of storage system. For more details on
installation and configuration, refer to the applicable Provider User Guide.
9. Hitachi HNAS has VSS access enabled for its controller. Using the SMU UI,

you can enable this setting by navigating to Home>Server Settings>VSS
Access Configuration.

10. Hitachi AMS, HUS P-VOLs exposed on the server has pre-created S-VOLs

with its resting state as PSUS (a pre-requisite for Shadow Image (SI)
snapshots) using the VSS Provider UI.

1-6
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11. The VSS Provider settings for VSP, HUS VM, and VSP G1000 array is

configured with the serial number of the VSP, HUS VM, and VSP G1000
storage system.

12. Hitachi VSP, HUS VM, and VSP G1000 must have the CCI (HORCM)

configured and running. The VSS Provider settings for VSP, HUS VM, and
VSP G1000 array is configured with the serial number of the VSP, HUS VM,
and VSP G1000 storage system. For more details, see the Hitachi VSS
Provider User Guide.
13. The Hitachi VSP, HUS VM, and VSP G1000 has S-VOLs pre-created with

PAIR state. For more details, refer to the corresponding Storage Navigator
User Guide.
14. Validate if the SharePoint VSS writer is registered.
15. Use the following command to register SharePoint writer:

stsadm –o registerwsswriter
16. Use the following command to list writers:

vssadmin list writers
17. Use the following command and check if the SharePoint writer is listing SQL

and MOSS database.
vshadow –wm2 > writer2.txt
WARNING!
•

You must provide access to the shared remote network to the Application
Protector Server to access the user scripts. Ensure there is no firewall policy in
place that may restrict this access.

•

Ensure that the shared or local location of Application Protector has read-write
permission from the service account. The cumulative permission for the user
should be read-write (Share+NTFS).
For more information about configuring Hitachi applications, see:
•

Hitachi Volume Shadow Copy Services (VSS) Hardware Provider User’s
Guide

•

Hitachi NAS Platform VSS Provider User’s Guide

Application Protector Client Prerequisites
Before installing the Application Protector (HAPRO) Client, install Microsoft®
.NET Framework 3.5 SP1 on the computer that will host Application Protector.
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Operation Restrictions and Considerations
HAPRO has some restrictions and points that your site should consider
regarding installation and operation. For details, refer to the manual, Hitachi
Application Protector Quick Install and Configuration Guide for Microsoft®
Applications.

1-8
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2
Installing
Application Protector
Application Protector is developed as a client-server model. This model enables
the Application Protector Client to connect to one or more application servers,
but connects only one SharePoint Server at a time. This chapter guides you in
setting up Application Protector.
This chapter describes the following topics:

 Installing Application Protector
 SharePoint Setup for HAPRO
 Uninstalling Application Protector
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Installing Application Protector
You can install the Application Protector Server and Application Protector Client
using the master installer. The master installer picks up the correct installer
based on the Operating system type, Windows 2008 R2.
For more details on installing server and client, see sections Installing
Application Protector Server and Installing Application Protector Client in the
manual, Hitachi Application Protector Quick Install and Configuration Guide for
Microsoft® Applications.
NOTE: Selecting the HAPRO for SharePoint check box installs the Application
Protector for SQL Client, in addition to the Application Protector for SharePoint
Client. Installing SharePoint Server creates two shortcut icons separately for the
SharePoint and SQL Client on the desktop. Install Application Protector on the
SharePoint Server and on all remote SQL servers.
Table A-1 of the appendix provides the details of default and user-defined
installer paths after you have installed the Application Protector Client and
Server.
Application Protector creates logs while installing server and client. Table A-2
provides the details of default and user defined log paths after you have
installed the Application Protector Client and Server.

SharePoint Setup for HAPRO
If you are setting up Application Protector for SharePoint Server, the following
configurations must be done before installing Application Protector.
1. SharePoint Foundation Volume Shadow Copy Services (VSS) Writer

services must be started for SharePoint Server 2010 VSS Writer.

2. Validate the VSS writer using vshadow whether it is listing SharePoint and

SQL Writer correctly without any error. Run the following commands:
•

vssadmin list writers command.

•

vshadow –wm2 > writer1.txt

(An output of all writers listing all data will be displayed in a notepad. This
file should have the SharePoint VSS Writer listing all SharePoint DBs as
well as SQL writer listing the same.)
3. If sharepoint_config database is unavailable for any reason, the central

admin site will not launch. In addition, if sharepoint_config and other
SharePoint databases are not accessible from SQL then VSS will not list
SharePoint writer and its corresponding SharePoint Databases.
•

2-2

Detach and then re-attach the SharePoint databases to their respective
LUNs.
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•

Check if they are accessible from SQL server. After you can click and
access them, check the writer status using the vssadmin list writers
command. Afterward, all writers should be listed in a good state
without any errors.

•

Run the command, vshadow –wm2 > writer2.txt and check if
SharePoint Writer is listing SQL and all SharePoint databases.

4. Register the SharePoint Writer: Go to the command prompt and run the

following command:
stsadm –o registerwsswriter
If the writer is not registered, it will not list the SharePoint databases that
in turn might result in a failed snapshot.
5. Install or enable PowerShell version 1.0 or 2.0 on the Application Protector

Server in order to execute PowerShell pre- and post-scripts. To set the
PowerShell Policy, use either of the following commands:
Set-ExecutionPolicy -ExecutionPolicy ByPass
Or
Set-ExecutionPolicy -ExecutionPolicy UnRestricted

Uninstalling Application Protector
To uninstall the Application Protector server:
1. Click Start>Control Panel>Programs>Uninstall a program.
2. Select Hitachi Application Protector Server, and then click Uninstall.

NOTE:


After Application Protector is removed, snapshot schedule settings remain in the
Windows Task Scheduler. In this case, manually delete the schedules created by
Application Protector from the Windows Task Scheduler.



Complete the steps in this section to uninstall the Hitachi Application Protector
Client.
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3
Configuring
Application Protector
In Application Protector, you can connect to the local server or remote server.
You can configure the connected HAPRO Server for snapshot rotation count,
log level, service account credential, export metadata path and snapshot
metadata path. In addition, this chapter provides details about activating the
license, importing metadata, setting a policy, and using user scripts in
Application Protector.
This chapter describes the following topics:

 GUI Components
 Licensing Application Protector
 Connecting the Application Protector Server
 Understanding the Configuration Features
 Configuring the Application Protector Server
 Importing Metadata
 Configuring the Policy
 Configuring Scripts
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GUI Components
The following table provides a description of Application Protector's GUI
components.

Table 3-1 Application Protector GUI components

Screen Name
File

Displays MMC-based File Menu with Options and Exit option.

Action

Displays Action to be performed using Application Protector. Action
menu is a context-sensitive menu.

View

Displays Options to include MMC snap-ins in the Application Protector
interface.

Help

Displays options to launch MMC and HAPRO online help.

Server Name
(Console Root)

Displays the server name to which the user is connected. This node
displays server information such as server name to which Application
Protector Client is connected.

Server

Displays the information for Application Protector Server such as
Operating System version, Server Name, Cluster Support Information,
and other details. In addition, provides interface to configure
Application Protector Server.

Operating
System

Displays operating system information for the connected server.

Server Name

Displays Server Name details for the connected server.

Server Version

Provides the server version.

Copy-on-Write
Snapshot
Rotation

Allows you to set up limit for Copy-on-Write (CoW) snapshots.

Log Level

Allows users to select the log leve that will be captured in the
Operations logs. Displays the log details such as Error, Warning,
Information, and Trace.

Export Metadata
Path and
Snapshot
Metadata Path

3-2

Description

Provides an interface to set the default path for storing Snapshot
Metadata. System default path is: %ProgramFiles%\Hitachi\Application
Protector
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Screen Name

Temporary
Folder Path

Description
Provides an interface to configure the temporary folder path that will be
utilized by HAPRO during recovery. If the temporary space is not
specified, the PVOL space will be used.
This feature is only available if you have installed Application Protector
for the Microsoft® Exchange Server.

Service Account

Provides an interface to set the user account information for managing
the Application Protector Server.

Client

Displays details such as Application Protector Client version, Host
Name, Operating System Version, and Link and Launch Path.

Operating
System

Displays the Operating System version on which Application Protector
Client is installed.

Installation Path

Displays the installation path for Application Protector Client.

Client Version

Displays the Application Protector Client version.

Link and Launch
Path for
Exchange
Recovery Tool

Allows you to set the path for third party application to handle granular
recovery in Microsoft® Exchange Server only. This feature is only
available if you have installed Application Protector for the Microsoft®
Exchange Server.

Snapshots

Displays details of the snapshots.

Scripts

Displays details about registered scripts. This tab is also used to
register or unregister the scripts.

Events

Displays details of the events occurred on the Application Protector
Server.

Operations

Provides details of the various operations performed for the selected
entity.

Actions

Displays context-sensitive links to perform operation such as: Create
Snapshot, Create Schedule, Recover, Restore, Revert, Mount,
Unmount, and Delete.

Connect to
Another
Computer

Provides link to connect to remote computer on which Application
Protector Server and the supported Microsoft® Application is hosted.
Application Protector Client is automatically connected to the locally
hosted Application Protector Server.

Activate License

Provides the form to Generate Capability Request and install license.

View License
Information

Displays the license information for the supported Application Protector
installed for the specified storage system.

Import Metadata

Provides an interface to import the backed up snapshot metadata.

Save as

Allows you to save the Snapshot operations in .CSV format.
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Screen Name
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Description

Refresh

Allows you to refresh the Application Protector UI to view the updated
operation status.

Help

Allows you to launch MMC and HAPRO online help.

Create Snapshot

Provides interface to create snapshot. This is a context-sensitive
feature. To view this feature, select the hosting server instance or the
entity name.

Create Schedule

Provides interface to create snapshot schedule. This is a contextsensitive feature. To view this feature, select the hosting server
instance or entity name.

Recover (Entity)

Provides interface to recover the selected entity. This is a contextsensitive feature. To view this feature, select the hosting server
instance, entity or the created snapshot.

Revert Snapshot

Provides interface to revert the selected entity or snapshot. This is a
context-sensitive feature. To view this feature, select the hosting server
instance or entity name. This feature is available as per the supported
Microsoft® Application installed on the hosting server.

Mount Snapshot

Provides interface to mount or unmount snapshot. This is a contextsensitive feature. This feature will appear only when a snapshot is
created.

Delete Snapshot

Provides interface to delete snapshot. This is a context-sensitive
feature. This feature will appear only when a snapshot is created.

Recover From
Snapshot

Provides interface to recover database from an existing snapshot. This
is a context-sensitive feature. This feature will appear only when a
snapshot is created.
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Licensing Application Protector
Application Protector licensing enables you to use a supported SharePoint
Server for the snapshot-based backup services. The license is validated in the
Application Protector Server. Contact the HDS support team for re-hosting the
license in cases such as re-leasing, re-issuing, or re-hosting a license between
SharePoint Servers.
Application Protector supports the following license types:
•

Trial License

•

Product License

NOTE: HAPRO pricing is frame-based, one purchase is required for each storage
device to which application servers will be attached. The storage device must
consist of LUNs of volumes that are of similar storage types (HNAS, VSP, HUS VM,
HUS, AMS, or VSP G1000).
The number of attached servers is not limited but an individual HAPRO license
must be requested and installed on each application server on which HAPRO is
installed.

Activating a License
Application Protector license is based on the number of SharePoint Servers,
application type, and the storage platform. Application Protector Production
Licensing is a one-time activity. After installing HAPRO, activate the trial
license. By activating the trial license, you can evaluate HAPRO during the 30day trial period. To install and activate the production license, you must create
a capability license request based on information provided while purchasing
the product license from HDS Support and install the response file sent by the
support team as a part of production license activation.
You must activate the product using a production license to continue
continuous protection for your application databases post the trial license
expiry within 30 days trial period.
To activate the license:
1. Click Activate License in the Actions pane or the Action menu.
2. Enter the following details in the License Activation Wizard:

First Name

Mandatory

Last Name

Mandatory

Activation ID

Mandatory

Email ID

Mandatory

Company Name

Mandatory

Site ID

Optional and meaningful only to you
Configuring Application Protector
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Address

Optional

Country

Mandatory

3. Click Next.

NOTE: Click Skip and install the license file that you have received. This can be
done only when you have received the license response file from HDS support.
4. Validate the details and click Next.
5. Click Save and OK to save the information as Capability Request file.

Capability Request file is saved in the XML format.
NOTE: You must email the XML file to the HDS Support team to receive the
License Response file.
6. Click the browse button in the License File field to browse and select

the received license file.
7. Click Install to activate the license for Application Protector.

Viewing a License
After installing and configuring the Application Protector user credentials, you
can view the Application Protector license details.
To view a license:
1. Select the root server on the left navigation pane.
2. Click View License Information to view the license for supported

Microsoft Application licenses.

The following table describes View License Information.

Table 3-2 Viewing Application Protector License Information

Item

Description
Displays license per production server based on the application.

License

Expiry

Application Protector can execute and store the snapshots for only that
specific application and storage system.
Displays Never, for production license as it is a permanent license for the
supported application and supported storage.
For Trial License, displays days remaining for license expiry
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Connecting the Application Protector Server
The Application Protector (HAPRO) Server is hosted on the same server that
has SharePoint Server installed. Application Protector uses Windows WMI
Channel for communication between the HAPRO Client and HAPRO Server. For
details, See 6.10 Securing HAPRO Client and HAPRO Server Connections.
You must have administrative access privileges to connect to the HAPRO
Server remotely. You can perform the following tasks after connecting to the
HAPRO Server.
•

View All Sites created on the connected server.

•

Connect to another server that has HAPRO Server and SharePoint installed.

•

Create snapshot and snapshot schedules.

•

Perform restore and revert operations on the All Sites residing on the LUNs.

For more information about user privileges, see 6.4 Service Account User
Privileges. You can connect to a local or another computer from the Actions
pane or Action menu.
NOTE: Ensure that you have read-write permission from the service account for
the locally installed application, or for the remotely installed application. You
should have cumulative read-write (Share+NTFS) permission.
To connect to another computer:
1. Select the root server on the left navigation pane.
2. Click the Connect to Another Computer link in the Actions pane.
3. Select Local Computer or Another Computer to connect to Application

Server that is installed on other machine in the Select Computer dialog
box.
NOTE:
•

For Local Computer: By default, All Sites is displayed under the computer
instance name node. Click the instance server name to expand and view All
Sites.

•

Application Protector displays All Sites mounted on non-supported storage
LUNs (including local disk), but does not allow backing up and recovering such
All Sites.
4. Select the Connect as another user check box, if the current logged-in

user needs to perform manage Application Protector using some other
privileged administrator name.
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NOTE: You can provide the username and password to establish a secure
connection depending on the user privileges. You can also provide the credentials
of a different user, other than the current logged in user for the same server. For
details about user privileges, see Configuring Service Account Credentials
NOTE:.
5. Click Set User to set a user.
6. Enter User Name and Password in the Set User dialog box and click OK

to set the user.
7. Click OK to connect to another computer.

The newly connected computer name lists in the Navigation pane in the
console root node. Expanding the computer name displays all the entities.
Information pane lists details of the connected server.
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Understanding the Configuration Features
The Application Protector Client interface allows you to configure the
Application Protector Server and set up the configuration features that can
help you use Application Protector effectively.
The following table describes the configuration.

Table 3-3 Server configuration details

Field name

Description

HAPRO for SharePoint

Displays the SharePoint Server name to which you are connected.

All Sites (Entity)

Displays details of the SQL Server databases connected to SharePoint
Server.
Provides an interface to configure the HAPRO Server and lists the
details of the HAPRO Server such as operating system version, server
name, and Server version.

Server

For server tab details, see Configuring the Application Protector
Server

Client

Provides the HAPRO Client version, Installation Path, and Operating
System Version.

Snapshots

Provides snapshot details such as snapshot name, snapshot type,
backup type, creation time, mount status, snapshot set ID, entity
name, snapshot type, backup type, and user name.
When double clicked the selected Snapshot, a text based Snapshot is
displayed.

Scripts

Provides registered scripts details. You can add or remove the user
scripts by using the context-sensitive options available on this tab.

Events

Provides details of the events you are performing.

Operations

Provides information for the snapshot specific actions performed using
Application Protector.

Connect to Another
Computer

Provides an interface to connect to the local or remote computer that
host the HAPRO Server. The HAPRO Client connects to the Server if it
is installed on the local server.

Activate License

Provides the form to generate Capability Request and activate license
using the response file.

View License Information

Provides the license(s) installed for the Application Protector licensed
features.
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Field name
Import Metadata

Description
Provides an interface to import the backed up snapshot metadata.

Server tab
Operating System

Provides details of the installed operating system.

Server Name

Provides name of the connected server.

Server Version

Provides the HAPRO Server version.

Copy-on-Write Snapshot
Rotation Count

Provides an interface to configure and later view the maximum limit
set for retaining the Copy-on-Write (CoW) snapshots at server level.

Log Level

Provides an interface to configure the log level.
You can set the log level as Error, Warning, Information, and Trace.

Snapshot Metadata Path

Provides an interface to configure the path for storing the Application
Protector metadata. System default path is:
<install path>\Hitachi\Application Protector\Server\
SnapshotData

Export Metadata and
Snapshot Path

Provides an interface to configure the path for storing up the snapshot
metadata. Default path is:
<installpath>\Hitachi\Application Protector\Server\
MetadataBackup

Service Account

Provides an interface to set the service account information for
snapshot management operations.
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Configuring the Application Protector Server
You need to configure the Application Protector Server parameters such as
snapshot rotation count, snapshot metadata path, logging level, export
metadata and snapshot path, and setting service account credentials. The
following section describes the HAPRO Server configuration parameters.
NOTE: Application Protector does not support setting the configurable path on
redirected or mapped drives or a mapped drive as an input for any Application
Protector operation.

Configuring Service Account Credentials
Setting service account credentials allows you to save the user details having
privileges to access the HAPRO Server. For details about user privileges to
perform tasks Application Protector tasks, see 6.4 Service Account User
Privileges. The user credentials are stored in an encrypted format on the
HAPRO Server. You must set the service account credentials while using
HAPRO Client for the first time.
Application Protector uses active directory (AD) domain controller to store the
user information and credentials.
You must configure the service account credentials for SharePoint Remote SQL
Server using the Application Protector SQL Client only.

NOTE: If you have not set the credentials, All Sites are not displayed.
To set service account credentials:
1. Click Set in the Service Account field on the Server tab.
2. Enter User Name and Password in the Set User dialog box.
3. Click OK to set the service account credentials.

Configuring the Snapshot Rotation Count
The rotation count allows you to set up the snapshot limit for Copy-on-Write
(CoW) snapshots.
•

Snapshots created beyond the specified count are automatically rotated.

•

Snapshots created first as per timestamp are deleted automatically as per
the snapshot rotation count policy. New snapshots may then be added to
the display snapshot list.

•

If the policy is applied, and thereafter when you create a new snapshot,
the oldest snapshot is deleted to maintain the snapshot count limit you
defined in Application Protector. For more details about storage system
limits for AMS, HNAS, HUS, VSP, HUS VM, and VSP G1000 see 6.6
Snapshot Limits for Supported Storage.
Configuring Application Protector
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NOTE: We recommend that you do not set the snapshot rotation count on the
connected SQL server.
•

When “0” is set to the rotation count value, the setting value is cleared
immediately. In this case, HAPRO does not manage the maximum number
of CoW snapshots. If the rotation count has not been set, a rotation count
is not displayed.

To set snapshot rotation count limit:
1. Enter the snapshot rotation limit count in the Copy-on-Write Snapshot

Rotation Count field in the Server tab.
2. Click Apply>OK in the Save Configuration dialog box to set the snapshot

rotation count.

Configuring the Snapshot Metadata Path
Application Protector stores the metadata on the local file system directory.
You may need this metadata to synchronize the operations on the nodes.
Configuring the snapshot metadata path helps you to synchronize the
metadata information.
You must set the metadata path prior to using Application Protector. The
metadata stored on this location is later used to perform other supported
operations. You should not changes the path when the operations are in
progress. On changing the path later, Application Protector copies the
metadata to the new location.
NOTE:
•

To enable another server to access to the metadata when any failures have
occurred, mounting the shared LUN to store the metadata is recommended.

•

The Application Protector metadata is stored in the cache file within the
metadata directory.
Configuring the snapshot metadata path helps you to restore the metadata
information.
To configure snapshot metadata path:
1. Enter the path manually that point to the local file system on the

Application Protector Server. Else, click the browse button in the Snapshot
Metadata Path field on the Server tab to open the Browse For Folder
dialog box.
NOTE: In the case of the remote configuration that HAPRO server and Client
are on different machines, you cannot specify a folder or a file in the Server
side with Browse function. On this account, when you specify a folder or a file
in the Server side, please input a folder path or a file path in the Server side
directly to the entry field of the path.
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2. Select the directory in the Browse For Folder dialog box.

NOTE: By default, the path is
<HAPRO Server Installation Path>\Hitachi\Application Protector\Server\
MetadataBackup.
3. Click Apply>OK in the Save Configuration dialog box to set the snapshot

metadata path.

Configuring the Log Level
You can configure the log level to store the various log information of the
operations performed using Application Protector. You can set the log level to
Trace, Information, Warning, and Error.
•

Error: Errors encountered by Application Protector are logged.

•

Warning: Errors and warnings are logged.

•

Information: Error, warning, and information types are logged.

•

Trace: All (including tracing types) are logged.

To save log level information:
1. Select the log level information from the list in the Log Level field on the

Server tab.

2. Click Apply>OK in the Save Configuration dialog box to set the log level

successfully.

Configuring a Metadata Snapshot Folder Path
2

Application Protector stores the associated metadata and WMI information on
the local file system directory. You may need this metadata backup in case of
emergencies. Exporting the metadata and snapshot path helps you in backing
up and restoring the metadata information.

2

•

You can configure the metadata backup path to a local directory, shared
LUN path, or to a new backup path.

•

The metadata is backed up after creating a snapshot and before the post
script starts. If Application Protector in unable to create a backup of the
metadata, then the snapshot is created but the operation fails, and an
error is displayed in the Operations tab.

•

The backup metadata is deleted after deleting a snapshot.

•

You can restore the backup metadata by importing the metadata. You can
also import the metadata from another host, but both hosts should have
similar configurations. For details, see Importing Metadata

Management information of a Snapshot which is used by HAPRO stored in WMI.
Configuring Application Protector
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NOTE:
•

If you change the metadata backup path, you need to copy the existing data
manually to the new location.

•

The best practice is to define the metadata path and metadata path backup at
different locations.
To export metadata and snapshot path:
1. Enter the path manually that point to the local file system on the HAPRO

Server. Or, click the browse button on the Server tab to open the Browse
For Folder dialog box.
NOTE: In the case of a remote configuration where the HAPRO server and Client
are on different machines, you cannot specify a folder or a file in the Server side
using the Browse function. On this account, when you specify a folder or a file in
the Server side, please input a folder path or a file path in the Server side directly
in the entry field of the path.
2. Select the directory in the Browse For Folder dialog box. Or, navigate to

the appropriate location that is accessible to the HAPRO Server using the
Network icon.

NOTE: Create the directory in which the Snapshot metadata is stored under the
directory set in the Export Metadata and Snapshot Path. Example: When a
Snapshot is created, a directory configuration will be as follows:
<directory set in Export Metadata and Snapshot Path>\<directory in which
Snapshot metadata is stored>
3. Click Apply>OK in the Save Configuration dialog box to configure

metadata export and snapshot paths.
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Importing Metadata
3

You can update the Application Protector metadata directory and WMI by
importing the metadata from the backup path. If you have backed up the
metadata on a shared LUN, then you need to have read-write access on the
shared LUN and to import the metadata.
NOTE:
•

On performing import metadata, you need to import the metadata of the
connected SQL server as well.

•

If the configurations of SharePoint Server and SQL Server at the time of
creating a snapshot for a metadata are different from the configurations of
SharePoint Server and SQL Server on the server which performed an import,
mounting an imported Snapshot and deleting a Snapshot using “delete
snapshot” are not being able to perform. To delete a Snapshot imported with
different configuration, use the “-deletemetadata” option in the HAPRO_SYNC
utility.

•

If the metadata backup path of the multiple servers is configured in the same
directory path, a metadata on another server is also imported when a metadata
is imported from the server.
The best practice is to store the metadata of multiple servers on the same LUN
is to create a sub-folder to store the metadata of each of the servers. This
prevents metadata stored on another server from being imported.
Do not import metadata on which either of the following has been done:


Delete snapshot.



Mount snapshot as Read/Write.

•

Delete metadata which was imported by mistake using the“-deletemetadata”
option of the HAPRO_SYNC utility. For the details about the HAPRO_SYNC
utility, refer to the manual, Hitachi Application Protector CLI Guide for Microsoft
Applications.

•

When copying a metadata file, login authorization is required to access both the
copy source server and metadata copy destination.
You can select the required root server and click Import Metadata from the
Actions pane, Action menu, or right-click the selected root server.
To import metadata:
1. Select the root server.
2. Click Import Metadata in the Actions pane.
3. Select the disk drive or directory of the source to import the metadata in

the Browse For Folder dialog box and click OK.

3

See Configuring a Metadata Snapshot Folder Path.
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NOTE:
•

For the directory specified for the Import Metadata, specify the one upper
directory hierarchy of the metadata stored directory.
Example: When metadata of Snapshot 1 and Snapshot 2 are imported,
configure the directory as follows:
<root directory for Import Metadata>\<directory in which Snapshot 1
metadata is stored>:
<root directory for Import Metadata>\<directory in which Snapshot data 2
metadata is stored>:
In this case, specify <root directory for Import Metadata> for the directory to
be specified for Import Metadata.

•

In the case of a remote configuration where the HAPRO server and Client are
on different machines, you cannot specify a folder or a file in the Server side
using the Browse function. In this case, when you specify a folder or a file in
the Server side, input a folder path or a file path in the Server side directly in
the entry field of the path.

4. Click OK in the Import Metadata confirmation dialog box to import the

metadata.
5. To confirm the consistency of metadata and Snapshot, specify the check

option and execute the HAPRO_SYNC utility. Inconsistent Metadata and
Snapshots cannot be used for Application Protector.
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Configuring the Policy
Configuring the policy allows you to set the snapshot rotation count at the
database level. You can set the count for each database maximum to the limit
of the storage snapshot limit.
•

Snapshots created beyond the specified count are automatically rotated.

•

Snapshots created first as per timestamp are deleted automatically as per
the snapshot rotation count policy.

•

If the policy is applied, and thereafter when you create a new snapshot,
the oldest snapshot is deleted to maintain the snapshot count limit you
defined in Application Protector. For more details about storage system
limits for AMS, HNAS, HUS, VSP, HUS VM, and VSP G1000, see the 6.6
Snapshot Limits for Supported Storage.

•

When “0” is set to the rotation count value, the setting value is cleared
immediately. In this case, HAPRO does not manage the maximum number
of CoW snapshots. If the rotation count has not been set, a rotation count
is not displayed.

To set snapshot rotation count limit:
1. Select the required All Sites and click Policy.
2. Enter the snapshot rotation count limit in the Copy-on-Write Snapshot

Rotation Count field.
3. Click Apply>OK in the Save Configuration dialog box to set the snapshot

rotation count.

Configuring Scripts
Application Protector provides the facility to configure user scripts. Pre-create
snapshot scripts are executed prior to snapshot creation in a synchronous
manner. Post-create snapshots are executed after snapshot creation in a
synchronous manner. To have transaction backup, you need to run the scripts
prior and post creating snapshots.
Install or enable PowerShell version 1.0 or 2.0 on the Application Protector
Server in order to execute PowerShell pre and post scripts.
To set the PowerShell Policy use either of the following commands:
•

Set-ExecutionPolicy -ExecutionPolicy ByPass

•

Set-ExecutionPolicy -ExecutionPolicy UnRestricted

If the pre-snapshot script fails and snapshot creation fails, you can refer the
error log for details of the failure. If the post-snapshot script fails, the
snapshot is created and you need to check the process ID to decide whether
you want to keep the snapshot.
The following section provides the details about adding and deleting user
scripts.
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Adding User Scripts
You can add external user scripts and register the user script with a tag name.
The added user script can be selected during snapshot operations and
executed on the server. Application Protector supports two types of PowerShell
scripts; scripts based on PowerShell version 1 and version 2.
NOTE: The user defined scripts must have the exit code as zero for successful
execution.
You can add user scripts from the Action tab.
To add a user script:
1. Select the root server on the left navigation pane.
2. Select the Scripts tab.
3. Click Add User Script link in the Actions pane.
4. Type Name and Description for the user script in the Add User Script

dialog box.

5. Select the user script Type from the list.
6. Click the Browse button in the File field to display the Open dialog box.

Select the required script, and click Open to attach the script.
7. Click OK to add the script.

WARNING! You must set the access path of shared user script files that are
available on the remote network to the HAPRO Server to access the user scripts.
For the details about the user script file, see “Register User Script” in the
manual, Hitachi Application Protector CLI Guide for Microsoft® Applications.

Removing User Scripts
You can delete user scripts from the Action tab.
To remove a user script:
1. Select the root server on the left navigation pane.
2. Select the script that you want to delete from the Scripts tab.
3. Click Remove User Script in the Actions pane.
4. Click OK in the message dialog box to delete the selected script.
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4
Using
Application Protector
This chapter describes the various operations that you can perform using
Application Protector. This chapter also describes various features of the
Application Protector and the user privileges required to perform the operations
such as create snapshot, mount snapshot, create schedules, and manage
snapshots.
This chapter describes the following topics:

 Overview of Application Protector Operations
 Viewing All Sites Details
 Creating Snapshots
 Deleting Snapshots
 Mounting Snapshots
 Unmounting Snapshots
 Creating Snapshot Schedules
 Modifying a Snapshot Schedule
 Deleting a Snapshot Schedule
 Managing Snapshots
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Overview of Application Protector Operations
Application Protector is used to create snapshots of All Sites on the SQL server that
are mounted on AMS, VSP, HUS VM, HUS, HNAS, and VSP G1000 LUNs. Using the
schedule snapshot feature, you can schedule automatic snapshots for All Sites.
You can also perform the following tasks using Application Protector:
1. Create and manage snapshot for All Sites.
2. Create one-time, hourly, daily, weekly, and monthly schedules to create

automated snapshots for All Sites.

3. Mount and unmount the snapshot.
4. Delete ad-hoc snapshot(s) for All Sites.
5. Restore and revert of All Sites.
6. View, save, and delete operations and event logs.

You can perform all the above operations of Application Protector using the MMCbased UI and the CLI that is installed as part of Client installation in the install
path. For more information about using CLI commands in Application Protector,
refer to the manual, Hitachi Application Protector CLI Guide for Microsoft®
Applications.
The following table describes the Application Protector features and the toolbar.

Table 4-1 Application Protector Features

Item

Server Name

Description
Displays the server name, server IP address, and server instance
name to which HAPRO server is connected.
The HAPRO toolbar menu is context-sensitive and displays the
corresponding features for the performed operations.
Displays the name of All Sites.

All Sites (Entity)

The context-sensitive menu on the All Sites selection helps you to
perform various operations such as creating snapshots, and
snapshot schedules and launching the restore wizard.
Displays the snapshot details.

Snapshots

Schedules
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The context-sensitive menu on the snapshot selection helps you to
perform various snapshot operations.
Displays the details of the snapshot schedules that are created by
Application Protector.
The context-sensitive menu on the schedule selection helps you to
perform various snapshot schedule operations.
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Item

Description

Operations

Displays details of the operations performed for All Sites.

Policy

Provides an interface to define the Copy-on-Write snapshot rotation
count at entity level.
Provides interface to create snapshot.

Create Snapshot

To view this context-sensitive feature, select the server instance or
entity.
Provides interface to create snapshot schedule.

Create Schedule

To view this context-sensitive feature, select the server or the All
Sites.

Restore All Sites

Provides interface to restore All Sites for the SharePoint Server.

Save as

Allows you to save the Snapshot operations in .CSV format.
Provides interface to revert All Sites snapshot for the SharePoint
Server.

Revert Snapshot

This context-sensitive feature appears only when a snapshot is
created.
Provides interface to mount or unmount snapshot. On mounting a
snapshot, the Unmount Snapshot interface is available.

Mount Snapshot

The context-sensitive feature appears only when a snapshot is
created.
Provides interface to delete snapshot.

Delete Snapshot(s)

This context-sensitive feature appears only when a snapshot is
created.
Provides interface to recover All Sites from snapshot.

Recover From Snapshot

This context-sensitive feature appears only when a snapshot is
created.

View

Information to be displayed can be customized.

Refresh

Refreshes the Application Protector UI to view the updated
operation status.

Help

Allows you to launch MMC and HAPRO online help.
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Viewing All Sites Details
You can perform activities such as recover All Sites, view Snapshot schedule
information, and operation revision history. You can also save database information
as a Comma Separated Value (CSV) file by selecting All Sites from the Information
pane.
To view details:
Select All Sites on the left navigation pane. The All Sites Name provides the
name of All Sites.
To perform operations from the All Sites directory:
1. Select All sites.
2. Click the Action tab and select the desired operation.

Creating Snapshots
Application Protector supports the following features when creating snapshots:
•

Create a snapshot from the server level and entity level.

•

Create a snapshot from the Actions pane, Action menu or right-click the
selected entity.

•

Identify the LUN storage on which SharePoint databases are mounted and
presents options that are applicable for that specific storage system.

•

Import the snapshot to support ongoing operation requirements. After the
operation is performed, the snapshot is returned back to the server until it
needs the snapshot again.

•

Employ user-generated scripts. Use Pre-Script and Post-Script only if you
have registered scripts.

NOTE: Application Protector has a snapshot limitation specific to the supported storage
system LUNs. Application Protector advises you to save the old snapshots and then
delete them before creating new snapshots. See 6.6 Snapshot Limits for Supported
Storage.
To create a snapshot:
1. Select All Sites.

NOTE: Application Protector has a maximum number of snapshots to create on the
supported storage system LUNs. If you do not configure the rotation count, delete old
snapshots manually before you create a new snapshot.
2. Click Create Snapshot in the Action tab to open Create Snapshot dialog

box.
3. Enter the snapshot name in the Snapshot Name field.
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NOTE:
•

For the Snapshot name, a-z, A-Z, 0-9, dash (-), underscore (_) and space can be
used.

•

When creating a Snapshot from the server node, application server name, creation
date and time are included in the default Snapshot name. When creating a
Snapshot from the entity node, application server name, entity name and creation
date and time are included in the default Snapshot name.

•

The naming convention supports a maximum of 100 characters as a snapshot
name.
4. Enter the snapshot description in the Description field. Then click Next.
5. Select the pre-snapshot script from the Pre-Snapshot Script list of already

registered third party scripts if required.

6. Select the post-snapshot script from the Post-Snapshot Script list of already

registered third party scripts if required.

NOTE: Pre-snapshot Script and Post-snapshot Script appears in the list only if you
have registered the scripts.
7. Select Use Copy-on-Write or Use Shadow Image type of snapshot creation

method as required, unless the method is already pre-selected.
8. Click OK in the Create Snapshot message box.

NOTE:
•

Application Protector identifies the underlying LUN storage on which the All Sites is
mounted and presents options that are applicable for that specific storage system.

•

Select Use Shadow Image or Use Copy-On-Write if you are creating snapshot
for AMS and HUS LUNs.

•

By default, for HNAS storage, Application Protector creates CoW snapshots.
Snapshot creation is an asynchronous operation and you need to refresh the view
to see the latest created snapshot. When you submit the snapshot, the you can
automatically view the progress on the Operations tab. The view refreshes every
5 seconds.
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Viewing Snapshots
After you have created a snapshot in Application Protector, you can view the
snapshot status and other information for the snapshot listed in the Operations
tab.
To view snapshot details:
1. Select All Sites to view snapshots.
2. Click the Snapshots tab in the Information pane. All existing snapshots are

listed with the following information.

Table 4-2 Snapshot tab details

Field Name

Description
Displays snapshot name.

Snapshot Name

Default snapshot name contains application server name, All Sites
name, date, and time when the snapshot was created.
Displays the state of the snapshot if mounted or unmounted.

Mounted

User Name

Time
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By default, the column is blank that indicates that the snapshot is
not mounted. A check mark (√) appears when a snapshot is
mounted.
Displays the user name. For this user name, a user name used
when connecting from local or remote client to the server (User at
the client side) is used.
Displays the timestamp when the snapshot was created.
[Format] yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm:ss

Description

It is the comment entered by the creator when a Snapshot was
created.

Snapshot Set ID

Displays the snapshot set id, which is unique identification number
that is generated by the Application Protector.

Backup Type

Displays the backup type.

Snapshot Type

Displays the information such as: Shadow Image and Copy-on-Write
for snapshots that are created on the supported storage arrays.
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Deleting Snapshots
The supported storage systems has a limit on the maximum number of snapshots
that can be created for a primary LUN. This same limit applies when creating the
storage snapshots using Application Protector. For details about the maximum limit
of snapshots, see Table A-6 of the appendix.
You can delete a selected snapshot from the Actions pane, Action menu or rightclick the selected snapshot.
To delete a snapshot:
1. Select a snapshot on the Snapshots tab on the Information pane.
2. Click the Delete Snapshot link in the Actions pane or right-click the selected

snapshot and select Delete Snapshot.

3. Click Yes in the Delete Snapshot confirmation dialog box.
4. Select the specified Pre-Snapshot Script and Post-Snapshot Script from the

list in the Delete Snapshot dialog box.

5. Click OK to delete a snapshot.

CAUTION!
•

You must unmount snapshot prior to deleting a snapshot. If the snapshot
is mounted, the delete operation fails from CLI. From the MMC UI, the
option will not be available.

•

Snapshots created using Application Protector must be deleted using
the Application Protector interface only. The snapshot details are
also maintained by the VSS and the back-end storage system.

NOTE: While deleting more than one snapshot simultaneously, the MMC may not
respond and may unload the Application Protector snapshot. This is an
intermittent issue. In this case, you must restart the Application Protector Client
MMC. This is not an issue when performing similar operations using the CLI.
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Mounting Snapshots
The Mount Snapshot function helps you mount a specific snapshot. You can select
and mount the snapshot to the default mount point or a user-defined location. The
Mount Snapshot function allows you to mount a snapshot created on a server,
which is different from the HAPRO server where the mount is executed. Refer to
“6.11 Mounting Snapshots Created on Another HAPRO Server” for the detailed
procedure.
To mount a snapshot:
1. Select a snapshot name in the Snapshots tab that you want to mount.
2. Click Mount Snapshot in the Actions pane or right-click the selected snapshot

name and click Mount Snapshot.

3. Click the Browse button in the Mount Snapshot dialog box to specify a

different snapshot mount path. Then, specify the Read/Write attribute when
mounting the Snapshot Mount from the Mount Type option. You can select
either “Read Only” or “Read/Write”. The default is “Read Only”.
4. After configuring the Snapshot Mount Path and Mount Type, click OK.

NOTE: In case of a remote configuration where the HAPRO server and Client are on
different machines, you cannot specify a folder or a file in the Server side using the
Browse function. In this case, when you specify a folder or a file in the Server side,
input a folder path or a file path in the Server side directly in the entry field of the
path.
5. Click Yes>OK in the Mount Snapshot confirmation dialog box to mount the

snapshot.
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NOTE:
•

Select Read/Write from Mount Type. Note that the Read/Write Mount can
only be performed when the following conditions are fulfilled.


The OS of the server on which the Mount is performed is Windows 2008 R2 or
later.



Snapshot to be mounted is not created on the server on which the Mount is
executed.

•

If you select Read/Write and execute Mount, the Snapshot to be mounted will
be out of the managed object and all HAPRO operations cannot be performed for
the corresponding Snapshot.
Since the snapshot has been mounted as Read/Write, it is no longer valid as
point-in-time backup.

•

When multiple snapshots are mounted on same location, a folder will be created
with name as specified snapshot set ID. Sub-folders will be created recursively
with name snapshot ID. Those sub-folders are linked to the disk(s) mount point of
specified snapshots.

•

Mounting a snapshot fails if the correct snapshot mount path is not provided for
the connected Application Protector Server.
Click Refresh in the Actions pane to update the view.

WARNING! You must specify the mount point that is located on a non-clustered
disk. Windows does not support mounting a LUN on a clustered disk when working
with MSCS or MSFC cluster.
You can navigate to the snapshot mount point to verify the content in the snapshot
LUN or you can copy or perform other relevant operations (such as backup to
another disk or tape) or perform data integrity check. Note that the VSS snapshots
are read-only and you cannot write to this. Windows generates an error specifying
that the file/folder is write-protected. You can, however, copy the contents out of
the mount point for further processing.
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Unmounting Snapshots
Unmounting a snapshot allows you to remove the snapshot disk mount created on
the file system.
To unmount a snapshot:
1. Select the mounted snapshot in the Snapshots tab.
2. Click Unmount Snapshot in the Actions pane or right-click the selected

snapshot and click Unmount Snapshot.

3. Click Yes in the Unmount Snapshot dialog box to unmount the snapshot, else

click No.

4. Click OK in the Unmount Snapshot dialog box to unmount the snapshot.

Creating Snapshot Schedules
Application Protector facilitates creating snapshots automatically and periodically
using the scheduling feature. It uses the Windows Task Scheduler to perform
scheduling. You can create snapshot schedules as follows:
•

one time

•

hourly

•

daily

•

weekly

•

monthly basis

You can select the type of snapshot such as SI or CoW for AMS, HUS, VSP, HUS
VM, and VSP G1000 LUNs.
You can also create a single combined schedule for multiple entities by selecting
multiple database entities. In addition, you can select registered user scripts that
are used while creating snapshots at the schedule trigger time.
You can create a snapshot schedule from the Actions pane, Action menu, or rightclick the selected entity. The schedule name must not contain more than 100
characters and must not contain any special character.
When creating a Snapshot Schedule from the server node, application server
name, creation date and time are included in the default Snapshot Schedule name.
When creating a Snapshot Schedule from the entity node, application server name,
entity name and creation date and time are included in the default Snapshot
Schedule name.
NOTE:
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•

You can select the Pre-Snapshot Script and Post-Snapshot Script if you have
registered any third party script prior to creating a snapshot schedule.

•

If the next backup starting time has come before completing the scheduled backup,
the next backup will be skipped and not executed. To avoid this situation, review
the Snapshot schedule so the scheduled backup is not skipped.
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Creating a One-Time Snapshot Schedule
To create a one-time snapshot schedule:
1. Select All Sites to create snapshot schedule.
2. Click Create Schedule in the Actions pane to open the Create Schedule

dialog box.
3. Type the schedule name and description in the Schedule Name and

Description field. The description is applied to all snapshots that are created
from this schedule.
4. Select pre-snapshot and post-snapshot scripts from the Pre-Snapshot Script

and Post-Snapshot Script lists as required.

5. Select the required snapshot type by selecting Use Shadow Image or Use

Copy-on-Write in the Snapshot type field.

6. Click the down arrow button in the Start field to open calendar.
7. Select date, month, and year in the Calendar and set the time to schedule the

snapshot activity.
8. Click Create to create the snapshot schedule, then click OK.

Creating an Hourly Snapshot Schedule
To create an hourly snapshot schedule:
1. Select All Sites to create snapshot schedule.
2. Click the Create Schedule link in the Actions pane to open the Create

Schedule dialog box.

3. Type the schedule name and description in the Schedule Name and

Description field. The description is applied to all snapshots that are created
from this schedule.

4. Select pre-snapshot and post-snapshot scripts from the Pre-Snapshot Script

and Post-Snapshot Script lists as required.
5. Select the required snapshot type by selecting Use Shadow Image or Use

Copy-on-Write in the Snapshot type field.
6. Select Hourly in the Settings section.
7. Click the down arrow button in the Start field to open calendar.
8. Select date, month, and year in the Calendar and set time to schedule the

snapshot activity. For recurring schedule, enter the number of hours in the
Recur Every field.

9. Select the date, month, and year in the Calendar and set time to end the

snapshot schedule in the End field.
10. Click Create to create the snapshot schedule then click OK.

NOTE: For the hourly Snapshot schedule, users can create a Snapshot schedule for
the period of three years from the schedule start date. If you create a Snapshot
schedule other than the above stated time period, create using the daily Snapshot
schedule or so on.
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Creating a Daily Snapshot Schedule
To create a daily snapshot schedule:
1. Select All Sites to create snapshot schedule.
2. Click Create Schedule in the Actions pane to open the Create Schedule

dialog box.
3. Type the schedule name and description in the Schedule Name and

Description field. The description is applied to all snapshots that are created
from this schedule.
4. Select pre-snapshot and post-snapshot scripts from the Pre-Snapshot Script

and Post-Snapshot Script lists as required.

5. Select the required snapshot type by selecting Use Shadow Image or Use

Copy-on-Write in the Snapshot type field.

6. Select Daily in the Settings section.
7. Click the down arrow button in the Start field to open calendar.
8. Select date, month, and year in the Calendar and set the time to end the

snapshot schedule in the End field. For recurring snapshot schedule, enter the
number of days in the Recur Every field.
9. Click Create to create the snapshot schedule then click OK.

Creating a Weekly Snapshot Schedule
To create a weekly snapshot schedule:
1. Select All Sites to create snapshot schedule.
2. Click Create Schedule in the Actions pane to open the Create Schedule

dialog box.

3. Type the schedule name and description in the Schedule Name and

Description field. The description is applied to all snapshots that are created
from this schedule.

4. Select pre-snapshot and post-snapshot scripts from the Pre-Snapshot Script

and Post-Snapshot Script lists as required.
5. Select the required snapshot type by selecting Use Shadow Image or Use

Copy-on-Write in the Snapshot type field.
6. Select Weekly in the Settings section.
7. Click the down arrow button in the Start field to open calendar.
8. Select date, month, and year in the Calendar and set time to schedule the

snapshot activity. Similarly enter the details for end date in the End field. For
recurring schedule, enter the number of weeks in the Recur Every field.

9. Select day on which you want to schedule the snapshot activity.
10. Click Create to create the snapshot schedule then click OK.
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Creating a Monthly Snapshot Schedule
To create a monthly snapshot schedule:
1. Select All Sites to create snapshot schedule.
2. Click Create Schedule in the Actions pane to open the Create Schedule

dialog box.
3. Type the schedule name and description in the Schedule Name and

Description field. The description is applied to all snapshots that are created
from this schedule.
4. Select pre-snapshot and post-snapshot scripts from the Pre-Snapshot Script

and Post-Snapshot Script lists as required.

5. Select the required snapshot type by selecting Use Shadow Image or Use

Copy-on-Write in the Snapshot type field.

6. Select Monthly in the Settings section.
7. Click the down arrow button in the Start field to open calendar and select date,

month, year, and time to schedule snapshot activity.
8. Select the specific date or day in a month from the Day or The radio buttons.

NOTE:
•

You can also select any weekday of a specified month. To select the weekday, click
the list to select any specific day in a week for the selected month.

•

Use the One Time Snapshot schedule instead of the monthly snapshot schedule, if
the monthly snapshot schedule will execute on a day that does not typically exist
for a month (for example, February 29.)
9. Select month from the Of the month(s) check box to schedule the snapshot

activity.

10. Click Create to create the snapshot schedule. Click OK.
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Viewing a Snapshot Schedule List
You can view the snapshot schedules in the Schedules tab on the Information
pane. All the existing snapshot schedules are displayed in the list. You can also
view the Schedule Occurrences in the lower section of the Information pane.
To view a snapshot schedule list:
1. Select All Sites in the Navigation pane.
2. Click the Schedules tab in the Information pane. The existing snapshot

schedules are listed with the following information.
The Schedule Occurrences tab displays the details of the future occurrences of
the selected schedule.

Table 4-3 Snapshot Schedule Tab Details

Field name

Description

Schedule Name

Displays the name of the schedule.

Frequency

Displays the frequency of the schedule.

User Name

Displays the user name who has created the schedule.

Start Date

Displays the start date of the schedule.
[Format] yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm:ss

End Date

Displays the end date of the schedule.
[Format] yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm:ss

Triggers

Displays the schedule trigger details.

Snapshot Type

Displays the snapshot type such as CoW or SI.

Backup Type

Displays the backup type to create the snapshot.
Full backup or copy backup
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Pre-Script

Displays the pre-script name.

Post-Script

Displays the post-script name.

Description

Displays the schedule description provided during creation
of the schedule.

Schedule Occurrences

Displays the date and time of the future 10 schedule
occurrences.
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Modifying a Snapshot Schedule
You can modify the existing snapshot schedule by selecting the snapshot schedule
from the Actions pane, Action menu, or by right-clicking the required snapshot
schedule.
To modify a snapshot schedule:
1. Click the Schedules tab.
2. Select a snapshot schedule.
3. Click the Modify Schedule link to open the Modify Schedule dialog box.
4. Update the description, pre-snapshot script, post-snapshot script or the settings

such as one time, hourly, daily, weekly, and monthly that you want to modify.
5. Click Modify to update the settings.

NOTE:
•

You cannot modify any Schedule Name for the existing snapshot schedule. To
rename an existing schedule, you must delete the existing schedule and create a
new schedule with the desired name.

•

Click Refresh in the Actions pane to update the view.

•

For the hourly Snapshot schedule, users can create a Snapshot schedule for the
period of three years from the schedule start date. If you create a Snapshot
schedule other than the above stated time period, create using the daily Snapshot
schedule or so on.

•

If the next backup starting time has come before completing the scheduled
backup, the next backup will be skipped and not executed.
To avoid this situation, review the Snapshot schedule ensure scheduled backups
are not skipped.

Deleting a Snapshot Schedule
You can delete a selected snapshot schedule from the Actions pane, Action menu
and right-click the required snapshot schedule.
To delete a snapshot schedule:
1. Select the snapshot schedule.
2. Click Schedule link in the Actions pane.
3. Click Yes in the confirmation dialog box to delete the Schedule link.

NOTE: Click Refresh in the Actions pane to update the view.
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Managing Snapshots
Application Protector allows you to manage snapshot-based backup and recovery
activities. Application Protector can help you recover and revert All Sites in case of
any accidental deletion, bad files, or corrupt files. Local administrators and domain
administrators having access to all site data can perform the activities such as
recovering database and reverting All Sites.
Recover sites or recover from snapshot is a process in which SharePoint Server
restores all the site data of the connected All Sites.
You can use Application Protector CLI to revert any deleted or offline All Sites for
which snapshot was created using Application Protector. For more details, refer to
the following manuals:
•

Hitachi Application Protector CLI Guide for Microsoft® Applications

•

Hitachi Application Protector Troubleshooting Guide for Microsoft® Applications

CAUTION! You must ensure the following prior to performing the recovery or revert
action:
•

Take a backup of the All Sites.

•

Do not access source All Sites during the recovery operation.

•

Mount All Sites before taking the snapshot.
Application Protector allows you to perform one time, point-in-time, and complete
recovery.
Prior to restoring All Sites for SharePoint Server 2010 on Windows 2008, the
following conditions must be met:
1. You must start the following services:
•

SharePoint VSS Writer

•

Volume Shadow Copy

•

SharePoint Tracing

2. You must stop the following services:
•

SharePoint Administration

•

SharePoint Search

•

SharePoint Timer

•

SharePoint Server Search

3. Prior to restoring the All Sites, SharePoint Foundation and Internet Information

Server (IIS) must be shut down.
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Prior to restoring All Sites for SharePoint Server 2007 on Windows 2008, following
conditions must be met:
1. You must start the following services:
•

Windows SharePoint VSS Writer

•

Volume Shadow Copy

•

Windows SharePoint Tracing

2. You must stop the following services:
•

Windows SharePoint Administration

•

Windows SharePoint Search

•

Windows SharePoint Timer

•

Windows SharePoint Server Search

3. Any service associated with an enhanced service product, such as Microsoft

Office SharePoint Server 2007, installed on top of Windows SharePoint
Services. For example, the SharePoint Server Search service of Microsoft Office
SharePoint Server 2007.

4. If the whole All Sites is being restored, Windows SharePoint Services and

Internet Information Server (IIS) must be shut down.
5. If only selected Web applications or other components are being restored, the

Web applications must be shut down and the components may not be in use
during the restoration.

Recovering Sites
Recovering a SharePoint site helps you restore the SQL Server databases
connected to the SharePoint Server.
Ensure that there is sufficient disk space on the destination volume. Make sure you
have a backup copy of All Sites with the same name and same All Sites structure
before recovering entire All Sites or recovering part of data from the snapshot.
To recover All sites:
1. Click Recover All Sites in the Actions pane.

NOTE: You can also perform this action using right-click All Sites and click Recover
All Sites to open the SharePoint Restore dialog box, or click in the Action menu to
open the SharePoint Restore dialog box.
2. Verify the selected SharePoint Server, Backup Source details and then click

Next.

3. Click Pre Script to select the third party script that you want to run before the

restore process.

4. Click Post Script to select the third party script that you want to run after the

restore process.
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NOTE: Pre Script and Post Script fields do not display any script, if you have not
registered any scripts.
5. Select either Replace Target Database Files or Preserve Target Database

Files depending on the restore you want to perform.
6. Click Yes in the Overwrite old files or Preserve Confirmation dialog box,

else click No.

CAUTION!
Selecting the Replace Target Database Files overwrites all the original All Sites
files. You cannot revert the All Sites to its original content once you perform this
action.
However, selecting the Preserve Target Database Files helps you to retain the
original All Sites files as preserved files, and overwrites the source file with the target
file. Preserved file is saved in .mdfYYYY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS format. You must have
enough disk space on the destination volume on which you want to restore the source
files.
7. Click Next.
8. Select The recovery target "( Target Site name)" will be overwritten

with backup source contents. Please confirm to perform recovery and
click Recover.
NOTE: Click Refresh in the Actions pane to update the view.

Reverting a Snapshot
Reverting a snapshot is a process to replace the complete volume or volume
contents with the snapshots created for the SharePoint Server database.
Reverting a snapshot overwrites the original source data with the data stored in the
selected snapshot. The source data and the snapshot data are unavailable during
the revert operation.
CAUTION!
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•

After the revert operation, some SharePoint databases may be disconnected due to
the inconsistency between memory data and disk data. In this case, you need to
detach the disconnected database manually and reconnect to resolve the problem.

•

Performing this action replaces the content on the SharePoint Server database with
the latest available snapshot. This action is irreversible and changes the existing All
Sites data.

•

In the preparation for returning to the original All Sites data, backup the existing
data before performing this operation.

•

If one or more SVOLs are in the PAIR status for the revert target PVOL, the revert
operation will fail.
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To revert a snapshot:
1. Select a snapshot in the Snapshots tab.
2. Click Revert Snapshot in the Actions pane.
3. Click Yes in the Revert Snapshot dialog box.
4. Select Pre-Snapshot Script and Post-Snapshot Script from the list of

already registered scripts.
5. Click OK. You can view the status of the revert operation performed in the

Operations tab.

NOTE: Click Refresh in the Actions pane to update the view.

Recovering All Sites Using Snapshot Objects
You can also recover All Sites by selecting the appropriate snapshot based on its
timestamp. To recover snapshot, perform the following steps.
To recover from snapshot:
1. Select the snapshot in the Snapshots tab.
2. Click Recover From Snapshot in the Actions pane.

NOTE: You can also right-click All Sites and click Recover From Snapshot to open
the SharePoint Recovery dialog box, or click in the Action menu to select the
Recover From Snapshot to open the SharePoint Recovery dialog box.
3. Click Pre Script to select the third party script that you want to run prior the

restore process.

4. Click Post Script to select the third party script that you want to run after the

restore process.
NOTE: Pre Script and Post Script fields do not display any script, if you have not
registered any scripts.
5. Select either Replace Target Database Files or Preserve Target Database

Files depending on the recovery process you want to perform.

6. Click Yes in the Overwrite old files or Preserve Confirmation dialog box.
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CAUTION!
Selecting the Replace Target Database Files overwrites all the original All Sites
files. You cannot revert the All Sites to its original content once you perform this
action.
However, selecting the Preserve Target Database Files helps you to retain the
original All Sites files as preserved files, and overwrites the source file with the
target file. The preserved file is saved as: .mdfYYYY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS format. You
must have enough disk space on the destination volume on which you want to
restore the source files.
7. Click Next.
8. Select The recovery target "(default Target Site name)" will be

overwritten with backup source contents. Please confirm to perform
recovery and click Recover.

NOTE: Click Refresh in the Actions pane to update the view.
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5
Managing Logs
Application Protector generates logs separately for each operation executed in the
system. These logs provide a clue to the identification of root causes when an
individual operation fails. In addition, a common log is generated that stores
information about requests received by the Application Protector Server. The logs
include information such as timestamp and details of the operation performed. In
addition, you can save and print the logs.
This chapter describes the following topics:

 Viewing Operation Logs
 Deleting Operation Logs
 Viewing Event Logs
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Viewing Operation Logs
The Operations tab provides detailed information such as performed operations,
user name details, time, status, log identification, and many more.
You can view the operations in the Information pane by selecting the root node
on the Navigation pane and on selecting an entity object.
NOTE: The operations displayed on the root node have logs from all database entities
for the multiple instances.
To view operation logs:
1. Select the root node from the Navigation pane.
2. Click the Operations tab to display the following information about operations

performed.

Table 5-1 Operations tab details

Field name

Description

Snapshot Name

Displays the snapshot name.

Server Name

Displays the server name.

Time
Result

Displays the date and time of the operation.
[Format] yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm:ss
Displays the status of the snapshot such as whether the
snapshot creation is in progress, completed, snapshot creation
failed, and many more.

Operation

Displays the operation type performed such as create snapshot,
delete snapshot, and revert snapshot.

User Name

Displays the user name.

Log Id

Displays the log identification number of the operation
performed.

3. The Logs tab in the Information pane displays additional information of the

snapshot operations as described in the following table.
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Table 5-2 Logs tab details

Field name

Description

Level

Displays the log level (Information, Error, Warning, or
Trace).

Time

Displays the date and time of the event.
[Format] yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm:ss

Message

Displays the events details.

Deleting Operation Logs
You can delete previous operation logs from the Operations tab that are no longer
needed.
To delete operation logs:
1. Select the operation log in the Operations tab.
2. Click Delete Operation(s) in the Actions pane.
3. Click Yes in the Delete Operation Log(s) dialog box to delete the selected

operation(s).
NOTE: You can delete multiple operations by pressing the Ctrl key or Shift function
key and selecting the operations to delete. You cannot delete an operation log of the
Application Protector operation in progress.
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Viewing Event Logs
The Events tab displays information of the events performed by the Application
Protector. You can view the details such as level of events with date and time.
NOTE: Application Protector does not support the snapshot management if Circular
Logging is enabled in the Exchange Server.
To view the events log:
1. Select the server from the Navigation pane.
2. Click the Events tab in the Information pane to display the list of following

information:

Table 5-3 Events tab details

Field Name

Description

Level

Indicates Information, Error, Warning, and trace levels.

Time

Indicates the date and time of the event.
[Format] yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm:ss
Indicates the event details.

Message

Information: Indicates messages such as output of a
particular operation, create snapshot started by a user, and
many more.
Error: Indicates error messages.
Warning: Indicates warning messages.
Trace: Indicates log information at sub-tasks level.
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Appendix
This appendix provides the default log paths, installer paths, snapshot rotation
count, creation of targets, service account user privileges, and default naming
convention details that are used in Application Protector.
This appendix describes the following topics:

 Default Installation Paths
 Snapshot Metadata Path
 Snapshot Metadata Security Metadata and Attributes
 Service Account User Privileges
 Default Naming Conventions
 Snapshot Limits for Supported Storage
 Creating Targets on HNAS Arrays
 Creating Targets on HUS Arrays
 Log Paths
 Securing HAPRO Client and HAPRO Server Connections
 Mounting Snapshots Created on Another HAPRO Server
 Valid Characters in Fields and Field Lengths
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Default Installation Paths
This section provides the details of Application Protector installation path and
default log paths for various operations.

Table A-1 Application Protector Client and Server Installation Path

Installation path

Application Protector

<Program folder>\Hitachi\Application Protector\Client

Default Client installer path

<Program folder>\Hitachi\Application Protector\Server

Default Server installer path

<User defined path>\Client

User defined Client installer path

<User defined path>\Server

User defined Server installer
path

Table A-2 Application Protector Client and Server Log Path

Log path

Application Protector

<Program folder>\Hitachi\Application Protector\Client\logs

Default Client log path location

<Program folder>\Hitachi\Application
Protector\Server\SnapshotData\Logs

Default Server log path
location

<User defined path>\Client\logs

User defined log path for client

<User defined path>\Server\SnapshotData\Logs

User defined log path for
server

Snapshot Metadata Path
Provides an interface to set the Application Protector metadata path for saving the
metadata to the defined location.
Default path:
<install path>\Hitachi\Application Protector\Server\SnapshotData

A-2
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Snapshot Metadata Security Metadata and Attributes
Application Protector metadata and its attributes are encrypted as follows.

Table A-3 Snapshot Metadata Security

Metadata category

Metadata attributes

Status

Service Account

Service Id, User Name, and Password.

Encrypted

Snapshot

Snapshot Name, Description, DB Names, User
Name, Volumes, Server Name, Snapshot Set Id,
Application, Pre/Post Scripts, etc.

Not encrypted

Snapshot Schedule

Schedule Name, User Name, DB Names,
Schedule Parameters, Application Name, and
Pre/Post Scripts.

Not encrypted

Configuration

HAPRO Configuration Entries

Not encrypted

Operation Record

Server Name, User Name, Operation Type,
Snapshot Name, Operation Log File, Pre/Post
Operation Scripts, Volumes, if applicable.

Not encrypted

User Scripts

User Name, Script Name, Script Location, Script
Type, and Checksum.

Not encrypted

Export Metadata and Snapshot Path
Provides an interface to configure the path for storing the snapshot metadata
backup.
Default path:
<install path>\Hitachi\Application Protector\Server\MetadataBackup
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Service Account User Privileges
If you do not have sufficient privileges to perform snapshot management
operations, then the corresponding All Sites is listed in the Navigation pane, but
is non-snapshotable. For details about non-snapshotable entities, see Nonsnapshotable All Sites.
NOTE: You may need to turn off the user account control (UAC) to perform the
Application Protector operations.
The following table lists the details of user privileges that you must have to
perform various operations.

Table A-4 Service Account User Privileges

Operation

Domain Privileges

SharePoint
Role

SQL Role/Group

List Entities

Local Administrator Domain User

NA

database creator

Create Snapshot

Local Administrator Domain User

NA

database creator

Mount Snapshot

Local Administrator Domain User

NA

database creator

Unmount
Snapshot

Local Administrator Domain User

NA

database creator

Delete Snapshot

Local Administrator Domain User

NA

database creator

Application
Administrator with
Restore Snapshot Local Administrator
Domain user
privileges

NA

database
creator/sysadmin

Application
Administrator with
Local Administrator
Domain user
privileges

NA

database
creator/sysadmin

Revert Snapshot

A-4
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Default Naming Conventions
The following table lists the specifications defined for various field elements.

Table A-5 Default Naming Conventions

Fields

Specifications

Entities

The entities of the underlying database objects should not
contain pipe (|) in its name.

User Scripts

The maximum character length for a script name is 255.
Application Protector does not support special characters
excluding underscore (_) and hyphen (-).
The character length for a snapshot name should be less
than 100.

Snapshot Name

Application Protector does not support special characters
excluding underscore (_) and hyphen (-).
By default, the snapshot name contains application server
name, entity name, date, and time when the snapshot was
created.

Snapshot Schedule
Name

The character length for a snapshot name should be less
than 100. Application Protector does not support special
characters excluding underscore (_) and hyphen (-).
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Snapshot Limits for Supported Storage
You can create the following number of maximum snapshots for the supported
storage arrays.

Table A-6 Snapshot Limits for Supported Storage

Storage

Snapshot type

Snapshot limit

Snapshot rotation count limit

AMS

CoW

32

31

AMS

SI

8

NA
1023

HNAS

JetClone

1024

For details, see Creating
Targets on HNAS Arrays.

VSP

CoW

64

63

VSP

SI

3

NA

VSP

HTI

1024

1023

HUS

SI

8

NA
1023
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HUS

CoW

1024 (255 per
target)

For details, see Creating
Targets on HUS Arrays.

HUS VM

SI

3

NA

HUS VM

HTI

1024

1023

VSP G1000

SI

3

NA

VSP G1000

HTI

1024

1023
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Creating Targets on HNAS Arrays
You can create a maximum of 1024 snapshots on the HNAS storage array.
However the HNAS design limits the number of LUNs assigned per target to 32. It
is recommended that you create and assign no more than two LUNs per iSCSI
target that allows you to create 30 snapshots for the same LUN on every single
target. To overcome this limit, it is recommended that you create same number of
targets and snapshots you want for a given entity.
Formula:
No. of targets = (No. of snapshots per LUN + No. of LUNs per entity per target)/32
Example:
If there are two LUNs (LU1 and LU2) and four targets, then you can create 63
snapshots on LU1 and LU2 respectively, or you can create 126 snapshots for LU2
and no snapshot on LU1.

Creating Targets on HUS Arrays
You can create a maximum of 1024 snapshots on the HUS storage array. However,
there are some limitations on the Windows Server products such as 8 buses per
adapter, 128 target IDs per bus, and 255 LUNs per target ID.
For more details, see http://support.microsoft.com/kb/310072/en-us.
Due to these limitations, you can create only 254 snapshots at a time using
Application Protector. To create more than 254 CoW (VVOL) snapshots per PVOL,
you must create more targets after reaching the limit as follows:
1. Create an iSCSI TARGET (TARGET_1).
2. Assign a PVOL to this target.
3. Create an iSCSI initiator connection to the newly created TARGET_1.
4. Create and import 254 CoW snapshots. The total number of volumes associated

with the target TARGET_1 is 255.
5. Create a new iSCSI TARGET (TARGET_2) for the same host.
6. Create an iSCSI initiator connection to the newly created target (TARGET_2).
7. Create and import 255 more CoW snapshots. The newly created VOLs are

assigned to the new TARGET. At this stage, there are 511 snapshots of the
PVOL, all imported to the host.

NOTE: If you want to create 1023 snapshots for a given PVOL using Application
Protector, you must have more than four iSCSI targets created for the same host. If
there are more PVOLs for the given database entity, you need to repeat this for all
PVOLs.
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Log Paths
Refer the following to provide log path while performing recovery:
•

If the logs are on the server, then type or browse to the .bak file location. For
example, c:\logpath\log.bak.

•

If the logs are on the client, then share the folder that contain the logs. Verify
whether the server can access the log folder. You need to provide the location
of the logs in the client as: \\<Client IP Address>\<share directory
name>\<any sub-folder name>\<log.bak>.

•

If the logs are located on a machine other than the server or client, share the
folder: \\<Server IP Address>\<share directory name>\<any subfolder name>\<log.bak>.

Securing HAPRO Client and HAPRO Server Connections
In order to enable the HAPRO Client and HAPRO Server communication, or if the
network has Firewall enabled, you must configure the WMI as follows:
1. User account used from the HAPRO Client is enabled as a local administrator on

the HAPRO Server.
2. Allow remote administration on the HAPRO Server.

If the Windows Firewall is enabled on Computer A, enable the “Allow Remote
Administration” exception (step 2 in the procedure above) and open the DCOM
port TCP 135 on Computer A.
NOTE: For more details, refer to the following web site:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/aa389286(v=vs.85).aspx.
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Mounting Snapshots Created on Another HAPRO Server
For the purpose of avoiding loads to the operating server, the Snapshot can be
mounted to the different server from the server on which the Snapshot data was
created. In this case, verification of the backup data and backup operation to the
secondary media can be performed on the different server.

Prerequisites
•

The Snapshot to be mounted has already been created on the server other than
the HAPRO server on which the Mount is performed.

•

The HAPRO server has already been installed and configured on the server on
which the Mount is performed.

•

VSS Provider has to be installed on the server which mounts a Snapshot.

•

In the configuration of VSS Provider, a storage system which creates a
Snapshot has to be registered on the mounting server.

•

Server host group which mounts a Snapshot needs to exist in the storage
system in which creates a Snapshot. Note that the LU does not need to be
mapped.

•

When the SharePoint Server and SQL Server operate in different hosts, import
the HAPRO meta-information created by SharePoint Server and SQL Server
corresponding to SharePoint Server and SQL Server to perform Mount.

Procedures
1. Copy the HAPRO meta information of the HAPRO server on which the Snapshot
to be mounted was created to the HAPRO server on which the Mount is
performed. Refer to Configuring a Metadata Snapshot Folder Path for the Export
procedure of HAPRO meta-information. Import the copied HAPRO meta
information to the server on which the Mount is performed. Refer to Importing
Metadata for the Import procedure of HAPRO meta-information.
2. When the Snapshot is mounted with Readable/Writable status, delete the
HAPRO meta information using the “-deletemetadata” option in HAPRO_SYNC
utility on the HAPRO server on which the Mount target Snapshot was created.
3. Mount the Snapshot on the HAPRO server on which the Mount is performed.
Perform the Mount after selecting the Mount Type either Read Only or
Readable/Writable depending on the usage purpose of the Snapshot. Refer
to Mounting Snapshots for the detailed Mount procedure.
4. Procedures hereafter are different, according to the selected Mount Type.
5. Usage of the mounted Snapshot and procedures are as outlined in the following
section.

When Mounted with the Read Only Mode
1. Use the Snapshot volume data on the HAPRO server on which the Mount is
performed (Example: Verification of backup data and copy to the secondary
media and so on).
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2. Unmount the Snapshot after using the Snapshot which was mounted on the
HAPRO server. Refer to Unmounting a Snapshot for the detailed procedure of
Unmount. After unmounting the Snapshot, the S-VOL or V-VOL used for the
Snapshot can be used again to create Snapshot on the HAPRO server on
which the Snapshot was created.
3. If the imported HAPRO meta information is not required anymore, delete the
HAPRO meta information using the “-deletemetadata” option in HAPRO_SYNC
utility.

When Mounted with the Read/Write mode
1. If a Snapshot to be mounted was created using ShadowImage and you want
to use the corresponding Snapshot permanently, execute the following
procedure:
Check the LDEV number recorded in the Operating Log of HAPRO before
performing the Mount and setting the Pair Status of S-VOL or V-VOL of
the Snapshot to Simplex (recommended). If the Pair Status of S-VOL or
V-VOL of the Snapshot has not been set to Simplex, and if it has not been
selected as the target volume of pair resynchronization of the VSS Provider,
then the contents of the Snapshot may be overwritten. For the Simplex
procedures of the Pair Status, see the Shadow Image manual of the storage
system.
2. Use the Snapshot volume data on the HAPRO server on which the Mount is
performed. (Refer to or update the Snapshot volume data during the
development test.)
3. Unmount the S-VOL or V-VOL of the Snapshot after using the mounted
Snapshot if necessary. Detailed procedure of the Unmount, see the Shadow
Image manual of the storage system.
WARNING: When unmounting snapshots from the virtual machine on VMware,
execute the following procedure after unmounting the volumes from the OS.
1. Delete [Mapped Raw LUN] from the virtual machine setting.
2. Release the LU mapping from the host group of the storage system.
4. When the reused S-VOL or V-VOL is used again as the target VOL to create
the Snapshot after performing the Unmount.
If you use ShadowImage to create the Snapshot to be mounted:


If the Pair Status has been set to Simplex, then generate Pair. For the
detailed generate Pair procedure, see the Shadow Image manual of the
storage system.



If you used CoW to create the Snapshot to be mounted, then delete the
CoW pair of the LDEV number which you previously confirmed.
Afterward, delete the V-VOL.

NOTE: For details about the HAPRO_SYNC utility, refer to the manual, Hitachi
Application Protector CLI Guide for Microsoft® Applications.
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Valid Characters in Fields and Field Lengths
The following table lists the valid characters and length of the value in the field.

Table A-7 Valid characters in fields and field lengths

Items

Configurable value
The valid characters:0-9

Copy-On-WriteSnapshot
RotationCount(Server)

Maximum length: 4 letters

Export Metadata and Snapshot Path

The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, #, &, ', (, ), +, -, ., :, ;, =,
@, [, \, ], ^, _, `, {, }, ~, space
Maximum length: 100 letters
The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, #, &, ', (, ), +, -, ., :, ;, =,
@, [, \, ], ^, _, `, {, }, ~, space

Snapshot Metadata Path

Maximum length: 100 letters
The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, #, %, &, ', (, ), +, -, ., :, ;, =,
@, [, \, ], ^, _, `, {, }, ~, space

TemporaryFolder Path

Maximum length: 100 letters
The valid characters: A-Z, a-z, 0-9, -

Another Computer

Maximum length: 63 letters
The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, #, $, %, &, ', (, ), -, @, {, },
~, \

User Name

Maximum length: 85 letters
The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, #, $, %, &, ', (, ), +, -, ., ;, =,
@, [, \, ], ^, _, `, {, }, ~, space

Password

Maximum length: 127 letters

LinkAndLaunch Path for Exchange Recovery
tool

The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, #, $, %, &, ', (, ), +, -, ., :, ;,
=, @, [, \, ], ^, _, `, {, }, ~, space
Maximum length: 255 letters
The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, #, %, &, ', (, ), +, -, ., :, ;, =,
@, [, \, ], ^, _, `, {, }, ~, space

Import Metadata

Maximum length: 100 letters
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Items

Configurable value
The valid characters:0-9

Copy-On-WriteSnapshot
RotationCount(Entity Policy)

Maximum length: 4 letters
The valid characters:

Destination Folder(Server Installation Path)

A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, #, %, &, ', (, ), +, -, ., :, ;, =,
@, [, \, ], ^, _, `, {, }, ~, space
Maximum length: 60 letters
The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, _, -, space

Snapshot Name

Maximum length: 100 letters
The valid characters:
All characters, numbers, symbols

Snapshot Description

Maximum length: 2407 letters
The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, #, %, &, ', (, ), +, -, ., :, ;, =,
@, [, \, ], ^, _, `, {, }, ~, space

Snapshot Mount Path

Maximum length: 100 letters
The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, _, -, space

Schedule Name

Maximum length: 100 letters
The valid characters:
All characters, numbers, symbols

Schedule Description

Maximum length: 2407 letters
hour:1-23
day:1-365
week:1-52

Recur Every

The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, _, -, space

Script Name

Maximum length: 230 letters
The valid characters:
All characters, numbers, symbols

Script Description

Maximum length: 2407 letters
The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, #, $, %, &, ', (, ), +, -, ., :, ;,
=, @, [, \, ], ^, _, `, {, }, ~, space

Script Location

Maximum length: 255 letters
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Items

Configurable value
The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, ", #, $, %, ', (, ), *, +,
comma, -, ., /, :, ;, =, >, ?, @, [, \, ], ^, _, `,
{, |, }, ~, space

First Name

However, "]] >" is invalid. (double quote is not
included.)
Maximum length: 64 letters
The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, ", #, $, %, ', (, ), *, +,
comma, -, ., /, :, ;, =, >, ?, @, [, \, ], ^, _, `,
{, |, }, ~, space

Last Name

However, "]] >" is invalid. (double quote is not
included.)
Maximum length: 64 letters
The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, ", #, $, %, ', (, ), *, +,
comma, -, ., /, :, ;, =, >, ?, @, [, \, ], ^, _, `,
{, |, }, ~, space

Activation ID

However, "]] >" is invalid. (double quote is not
included.)
Maximum length: 32 letters
The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, ", #, $, %, ', (, ), *, +,
comma, -, ., /, :, ;, =, >, ?, @, [, \, ], ^, _, `,
{, |, }, ~, space

Email

However, "]] >" is invalid. (double quote is not
included.)
Maximum length: 32 letters
The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, ", #, $, %, ', (, ), *, +,
comma, -, ., /, :, ;, =, >, ?, @, [, \, ], ^, _, `,
{, |, }, ~, space

Company Name

However, "]] >" is invalid. (double quote is not
included.)
Maximum length: 32 letters
The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, ", #, $, %, ', (, ), *, +,
comma, -, ., /, :, ;, =, >, ?, @, [, \, ], ^, _, `,
{, |, }, ~, space

Country

However, "]] >" is invalid. (double quote is not
included.)
Maximum length: 32 letters
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Items

Configurable value
The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, ", #, $, %, ', (, ), *, +,
comma, -, ., /, :, ;, =, >, ?, @, [, \, ], ^, _, `,
{, |, }, ~, space

Site ID

However, "]] >" is invalid. (double quote is not
included.)
Maximum length: 64 letters
The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, ", #, $, %, ', (, ), *, +,
comma, -, ., /, :, ;, =, >, ?, @, [, \, ], ^, _, `,
{, |, }, ~, space

Address

However, "]] >" is invalid. (double quote is not
included.)
Maximum length: 256 letters
The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, #, $, %, &, ', (, ), +, -, ., :, ;,
=, @, [, \, ], ^, _, `, {, }, ~, space

Request File

Maximum length: 255 letters
The valid characters:
A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, #, $, %, &, ', (, ), +, -, ., :, ;,
=, @, [, \, ], ^, _, `, {, }, ~, space

License File

Maximum length: 255 letters
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Glossary
This glossary provides definitions of general storage terms as well as specific terms
related to the technology that supports the Hitachi Storage System. Click the letter
of the glossary section to display that page.

A
All Sites
All Sites is a single object that consists of all the SharePoint databases having
SQL databases residing on the supported storage system.

Application Object
The top-level object that represents the application to the system.

Array
A set of hard disks grouped logically together to function as one contiguous
storage space.

B
Base Backup
A data backup of a database or files upon which a differential backup is fully or
partially based. The base backup is a full or file backup of the database or files.

C
CCR (Cluster Continuous Replication)
CCR is a backup solution in Microsoft Exchange Server system. CCR has some
feature as follows:
•

No single point of failure.

•

No special hardware requirements.

•

No shared storage requirements.

•

Enable to be deployed in one or two datacenter configurations.

•

Enable to decrease full backup frequency, decrease total backed up data
volume.
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Complete recovery
All logs are overwritten completely.

Copy backup
Copy backups are identical to full backups, with the exception that they do not
mark files as backed up, and thus do not impact any other backup types. A full
backup marks the beginning of a new backup cycle, while a copy backup does
not.

CoW
A Copy-on-Write (CoW) snapshot creates virtual copies of data volumes within
the AMS, HUS, or VSP, HUS VM, or VSP G1000 array. The copies can be used
for recovery and are identical to the point-in-time they were taken.
The notation of CoW is used when there is no need to distinguish JetClone,HTI.

D
DAG
Database availability group. A clustered environment where the database is
copied from one node to other node in the Exchange 2010 or Exchange 2013
setup. In Application Protector DAG setup, you must install Application Protector
on all the nodes in the cluster with individual license.

E
Entity
Entity is a unit of data aggregation.

F
FC (Fibre Channel)
Fibre Channel is a technology for transmitting data between computer devices.
Fibre Channel is especially suited for connecting computer servers to shared
storage devices and for interconnecting storage controllers and drives.

Full backup
In Exchange full backup, during the snapshot creation, the log files are
truncated. During recovery, the logs are used from the snapshot itself.
For the SQL Server, configure the base point to perform the log backup by
executing the Full Backup.

G
Gbps
Gigabit per second.
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Granular recovery
In HAPRO backup system, “Granular recovery” provide recovery by a mail level
or mailbox level.

H
HTI
Thin Image creates a fast and efficient copy by using a virtual volume for the
secondary volume and storing only the differential data between it and the
primary volume.
Thin Image is written as CoW if there is no need to distinguish from CoW.

HUS
Hitachi Unified Storage.

HUS VM
Hitachi Unified Storage VM.

I
I/O
Input/output.

IP
Internet Protocol specifies the format of packets and addressing scheme. Most
networks combine IP with a higher-level protocol called Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP), which establishes a virtual connection between a destination
and a source.

IP address
An identifier for a computer or device on a TCP/IP network. Networks using the
TCP/IP protocol route messages based on the IP address of the destination. The
format of an IP address is a 32-bit numeric address written as four numbers
separated by periods. Each number can be zero to 255 (for example,
192.168.0.200).

iSCSI
Internet SCSI, an IP-based standard for connecting data storage devices over a
network and transferring data by using the SCSI commands over IP networks.
iSCSI enables a Storage Area Network to be deployed in a Local Area Network.

J
JetClone
JetClone is a software that creating space-efficient, writeable copies of files for
use in test and development and virtual environments.
JetClone is written as CoW if there is no need to distinguish from CoW.
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L
LDEV#
LDEV# explain next follow word.
•

In case of VSP, HUS VM, or VSP G1000 the word specify “LDEV#”.

•

In case of AMS or HUS, the word specify “LU”.

LAN
Local Area Network, a computer network that spans a relatively small area,
such as a single building or group of buildings.

LU
Logical unit. For HUS and AMS storage array, refer logical unit as volume.

LUN
Logical unit number.

M
MailStore
Email archive data. In Microsoft Exchange, Mail Store is a unit of email
database.

Mount snapshots
Mounting multiple snapshots on the same mount path creates a directory
named as snapshot set ID. This directory contains a sub-directory with the
name and snapshot ID, which is linked to the mount point of the snapshots.

N
Non-snapshotable All Sites
The following All Sites are non-snapshotable:
•

If you do not have sufficient privilege to perform snapshot management
operations, the corresponding All Sites is listed in the Navigation pane, but
non-snapshotable.

•

Application Protector cannot protect All Sites of the application entities that
are mounted on the non-supported storage system LUNs. You must move
the application entity data and metadata to the HNAS, VSP, HUS, HUS VM,
AMS, or VSP G1000 LUNs for protection.
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Non-snapshotable database
The following database are non-snapshotable:
•

If you do not have sufficient privilege to perform snapshot management
operations, the corresponding database is listed in the Navigation pane, but
non-snapshotable.

•

Application Protector cannot protect database of the application entities that
are mounted on the non-supported storage system LUNs. You must move
the application entity data and metadata to the HNAS, VSP, HUS, HUS VM,
AMS, or VSP G1000 LUNs for protection.

You cannot create snapshots of multiple entities that are mounted on the
supported but dissimilar storage systems.

Non-snapshotable MailStore
The following MailStores are non-snapshotable:
•

If you do not have sufficient privilege to perform snapshot management
operations, the corresponding MailStore is listed in the Navigation pane,
but non-snapshotable.

•

On the passive MailStore, if the mounted LUN(s) are offline, the databases
are listed, but non-snapshotable.

•

Application Protector cannot protect MailStore of the application entities
that are mounted on the non-supported storage system LUNs. You must
move the application entity data and metadata to the HNAS, VSP, HUS,
HUS VM, AMS, or VSP G1000 LUNs for protection.

•

You cannot create snapshots of multiple entities that are mounted on the
supported but dissimilar storage systems.

P
Point-in-time recovery
Application Protector uses the log files generated by the application server, to
replay the log operation to recover the data to the point in time.

Pre-Scripts
Executed prior to snapshot management operations in a synchronous manner.
For example, if the pre-script fails, the snapshot creations fails, you can refer
the error log for failure details.

Post-Scripts
Executed after snapshot management operations in a synchronous manner. For
example, if the post-script fails, the snapshot is created and you need to check
the process ID to decide whether you want to keep the snapshot.
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Preserve existing files
On selecting the preserve target database files option, Application Protector do
not overwrite the previous files but renames the original files. For this option,
you need to ensure that you have sufficient disk space.

PVOL
A volume pair that consists of a production volume containing the original data
is called the primary volume (PVOL).

R
Recovery
Recovery is the process of copying data from the backup or the snapshot data
and then applying logs to roll forward the recovered entity up to the point of
failure or to any point-in-time. Recovery can be performed on the host that has
the current active database and has access to the snapshot volumes.

Replace target database
If you choose to replace target database files, you cannot revert the database
to the original content and the data is over written.

Restore
Restore is a process of copying an entity from a snapshot copy to the original
LUN or to a new LUN.

Revert
The database is overwritten completely and is performed on the same host
only.

Role
Role is a definition of users security level. Generally, security system gives
secure level based on User ID. Role gives secure level to user's operation
compare it with the user ID based secure system.

RSG (Recovery Storage Groups)
A recovery storage group (RSG) is a special storage group that allows user to
mount mailbox databases and extract data from those databases. RSGs enable
user to recover data from a backup or copy of a database without stopping user
access to current data.

S
SI (ShadowImage)
Hitachi ShadowImage In-System Replication software is a non-disruptive, host
independent data replication solution.
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Snapshot Verification
Application Protector performs a consistency verification of the database
snapshots and logs to ensure a safe backup for recovery before the backup is
marked as complete. Verification is performed for full backup and copy backup.
Application Protector targets at verifying the Exchange MailStore database and
the Exchange logs present in the backup volume.

Snapshot volume
snapshot volume is a special volume that presents all the data that was in the
volume at the time the snapshot was created.

SVOL
Secondary volumes contain virtual copies of the PVOL.

T
Target
Devices that receive iSCSI requests originating from an iSCSI initiator.

Temporary folder path
During recovery, the Exchange MDB and logs are copied from the snapshot
volume for further processing and replaying of the logs. Application Protector
provides a configurable field, Temporary Folder Path to customize a directory to
save the temporary files while performing recovery. The free space needed is
same as that of the database. The files are deleted after completing recovery. If
you do not configure a temporary folder path then free space from PVOL is used
while performing recovery. You need to check if sufficient free space is
available, else recovery fails.

V
VSS (Volume Shadow copy Service)
VSS is the backup infrastructure in Windows. HAPRO use VSS to create
snapshots of volumes for various purposes including backups and recovery.

VVOL
Virtual volumes contain virtual copies on the PVOL. For HUS storage array, refer
the VVOL as DP-Volume.
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Acronyms and
Abbreviations
The following is a list of the acronyms and abbreviations that are used in this
guide.
AD
AMS
API
Application Protector
CLI
CoW
CSV
DAG
Exchange Server
SQL
SharePoint
GUI
HAPRO
HAPRO Client
HAPRO Server
HNAS
HTI
HUS
HUS VM
LUN
MMC
MS
MSCS
MSFC
NAS
NTFS
PSUS
PVOL
RPO
RTO

Active Directory
Adaptable Modular Storage
Application Programming Interface
Hitachi Application Protector
Command Line Interface
Copy-on-Write
Comma Separated Values
Database Available Group
Microsoft® Exchange Server
Microsoft® SQL Server®
Microsoft® SharePoint Server®
Graphical User Interface
Hitachi Application Protector
Hitachi Application Protector Client
Hitachi Application Protector Server
Hitachi Network Attached Storage
Hitachi Thin Image
Hitachi Unified Storage
Hitachi Unified Storage VM
Logical Unit Number
Microsoft® Management Console
Microsoft®
Microsoft® Cluster Server
Microsoft® Failover Cluster
Network Attached Storage
New Technology File System
Pair Suspended
Primary volume
Recovery Point Objective
Recovery Time Objective
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RFR
SI
SVOL
UNC
UAC
VSP
VSP G1000
VSS

Roll forward recovery
Shadow Image
Secondary volume
Universal Naming Convention
User account control
Virtual Storage Platform
Virtual Storage Platform G1000
Microsoft® Volume Shadow Copy Services
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Index
A

H

Acronyms and Abbreviations, 1-5
Application Protector Features, 4-2

C
configure scripts, 3-18
add, 3-19
remove, 3-19
Configuring Application Protector Server, 3-1, 310, 3-12
Configuring a Metadata Snapshot Folder Path, 314
Log Level, 3-14
Service Account Credentials, 3-9, 3-12
Snapshot Metadata Path, 3-13
Snapshot Rotation Count, 3-12
connect HAPRO server, 3-8
create targets on HUS array, 6-6, 6-8
Creating Targets on HNAS Array, 6-6
Customer support contact information, xv

D
Daily, 4-12
default HAPRO installation path, 6-2
default naming conventions, 6-5
delete operation logs, 5-3
Documentation related to HAPRO, xi

HAPRO overview, 1-3
HAPRO Server connection, 6-9
HAPRO tasks, 4-2

I
import metadata, 3-14, 3-16
install HAPRO, 2-2
intended audience, x

L
License, 3-7
License HAPRO, 3-5
activate, 3-5
view, 3-6
Log Paths, 6-8

M
mandatory parameter, 3-6
Modifying Snapshot Schedule, 4-16
Monthly, 4-13
Mount Snapshot, 4-8
Mounting Procedure of Snapshot created on
another HAPRO Server, 6-9, 6-12

N
note symbol, xiv

E
Event log details, 5-3
event logs, 5-3
Expiry, 3-8

G
GUI components, 3-2

O
One Time, 4-11
Operation logs, 5-2
Operations tab details, 5-2

P
Prerequisites, 1-7
HAPRO client, 1-10
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HAPRO server, 1-8
hardware, 1-7
HNAS provider version, 1-7
software, 1-7
VSS provider version, 1-7
product version, x

R
Recovering All Sites using Snapshot Object, 4-20
Recovering Sites, 4-18
related documents, xii
Reverting Snapshot, 4-19

S
safety symbol, xiv
Securing HAPRO Client, 6-1, 6-9
Service Account User Privileges, 6-3
sharepoint_config, 2-3
Snapshot Limit for Supported Storage, 6-6
Snapshot Metadata Path, 6-2
Snapshot Metadata Security, 6-1, 6-3
Snapshot schedule, 4-11
hourly, 4-12
one time, 4-11
Snapshot Schedule Tab Details, 4-14
Snapshot tab details, 4-6
Snapshots, 4-4
delete, 4-7
mount, 4-8
unmount, 4-10
view, 4-6
supported operating system, 1-6, 1-7, 1-11

V
View License Information, 3-6
Viewing All Sites Details, 4-1, 4-4
Viewing Snapshot Schedule List, 4-14

W
warning symbol, xiv
Weekly, 4-13
Windows WMI Channel, 3-8
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